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Executive Board Elections Results 
,. ,,,...,., 
f/1·. 
Chris Covil 
by Bonnie Ernisse 
Student Congress - elected 
three new members of the exec· 
utive board Tuesday night to 
fill the recently vacated 
positions. Elected were 
Vaughan Danvers as student 
body president, Chris Covil as 
vice-r,:-esident for academics 
and Marcie Kanowitz for 
vice-president for com-
munication. 
Marcie Kanowitz 
As vice-president for com-
munication, Kanowitz hopes 
to make students more aware 
of what ·is happening at 
student congress and what 
student government is all 
~bout. "I feel that this is very 
necessary, especially after 
reading the 'Inquirer' in last 
week's Ithacan," she said. 
"Being actively involved in 
congress, especially this year, 
has enabled me to see what 
needs to be done. I am aware 
of what board members want, 
what congress wants, and 
what their interests arc." 
Kanowitz plans to com-
municate congre,s actions and 
concerns with the help of 
several assi~tants-possibly and 
artist, secretary, some writers, 
and people who would work 
with television and radio an-
nouncements. She stated, "I 
don't believe one person can 
communicate everything 
which needs to be com-
municated, such as with the 
necessary footwork involved 
with distributing bulletins." 
Chris Covil is new to 
student government. He fo:i, 
a,~ured, however, that hi~ pa<,1 
e,pcr;encc, with the oftice of 
judicial admini,tration and a, 
an intan with the New Ymh 
State A,,embly have hdpcd 
prepar c him for the execut ivc 
board po,ition. Co,il ,aid 
that by bringing "new blood" 
into student government, he 
can '·contribute to the entire 
procc,~ by ~lll!gc,ting and in-
troducing ne\\ and imcntive 
ideas." 
As one of his goals, Cl'\"il 
stated, "l hope to create more 
of an academic community by 
tapping the re,ource~ 
available-and that doc~ not 
necessarily mean m the 
classrooms." His ideas in-
clude various forums which 
will allow students and faculty 
to express their knowledge on 
a number of topics. 
continued on page 18 
Unionization Creates Controversy 
by Linda Levermore 
T.hc issue of unionization 
stands as it did before students 
left for winter vacation. Two 
appeals (one l.C. 's appeal of 
the NLJ,lB decision and one 
the union's appeal for legal 
damages) are pending hearing 
before the second circuit 
court.~ The issue that is 
holding back the hearing of 
both appeals is the Yeshiva 
case which co11ld possibly 
establish criteria for what 
responsibilities constitute 
"management" .. Regardless, 
said John Schwartz, president 
of the Ithaca College Faculty 
Association (ICFA), the 
Union claims that the job explained that the ICFA had 
descriptions of Ithaca College originally filed charge with 
faculty do not resemble those NLRB's regional board in 
of Yeshiva faculty. - Buffalo, but was told ·that fur-
Although Schwartz in- ther procedures were not 
dicated optimism for a Feb. 4 war~anted as there is already a 
hearing of the appeals, both court order. The ICFA hopes 
Walter Borton, director of that the- full board appeal will 
college relations, and Jake result in an injunction against 
Ryan, of the "Faculty I.C., said Schwartz. If gran-
United" steering committee,· ted, he continued, "J.C. will 
said that IC is in the midst of be in court and will have to 
what could be a long legal defend a contempt of court 
process. charge". 
There is also a pending ap- The unfair labor practice 
peal to the full board of the issue centers around a 
National Labor Relations question of changes in policy. 
Board.(NLRB) concerning un- Both Schwartz and Borton 
fair labor practice. Schwartz cited different interpretations 
of the law. For txample, what 
Schwartz and Ryan referred to 
as a Tenure quota system, 
Borton disputed as "a blatant 
misrepresentation of the 
truth". Borton went on to 
say, "there is no quota system 
and never has been". In an 
Oct.11 interview with Ithacan 
reporter Mark White, Borton 
had explained that "on a Feb. 
28, 1977 Board of Trustee 
meeting a resolution concer-
ning various points of tenure 
was passed. One of these 
points is as follows:'Be it 
resolved that no quota be ap-
plied at the departmental 
school or college level.' 
However, it should be pointed 
out as it was in the Keast 
Commission swdy that the in-
stitution loses flexibility when 
tenured faculty constitute 
more than one-half or two-
thirds of the total full time 
faculty." 
The ICFA also contested the 
reformation of a Tenure and 
Promotion Appeals commit-
tee. Borton explained that the 
appeals procedure was 
established on an interim 
basis, otherwise faculty would 
have had no means for appeal. 
· Both Schwartz and Ryan view 
the move as change of policy 
continued on page 13 
Falcone Withdraws From Race 
by Jim Leech 
Acting Provost Frank 
Falcone has withdrawn his 
name from the list of can-
didates being considered for 
the Office of Provost. 
Falcone did not actually ap-
ply for the position, rather he 
was nominated, "by some 
faculty members" as he puts it 
whose names he is reluctant to 
disclose. Falcone- also refused 
to make public his actual letter 
of withdrawal but did say that, 
"I didn't like the statements in· 
reference to this ad-
ministration and the faculty 
hostility ... due to the climate 
on campus, I think it is -dif-
ficult to get an objective 
evaluation of my candidacy.'' 
Falcone is a tenured mem-
ber of the history department 
and has the option of retur-
~ 
ning there to teach once the 
office of provost has been 
filled. 
Falcone previously served as 
Chairperson of the President 
Search Committee anct as 
Assistant Dean of H & S. He 
also worked as an ad-
ministrative intern under 
President Whalen and Frank 
Darrow, - Provost 1975-76. 
When Frank Darrow resigned 
in 1976, Falcone joined Bill 
Schoones as an Assistant 
Provost. The first Provost 
Search Committee was 
initiated right after Darrow'~ 
resignat.ion in the spring of 
1976. 
"In the spring of 1977 I an-
nounced that we really didn't 
have the person at this time 
who could best manage the of-
fice, so I apppointed Frank 
Falcone as Acting· Provost." 
stated Whalen. "A number of 
faculty were upset by this ap-
pointment and I said a new 
Search Committee would be 
started in the fall of 1977.'' 
During the next summer the 
faculty announced plans to 
unionize. During this time 
explains Whalen, the ad-
ministration was allowed to do 
nothing that can possibly be 
construed as a threat or bribe 
to the faculty. Since the Of-
fice of Provost is concerned 
with executive supervision, if 
the status quo was not main-
tained, it could be seen by the 
National Labors Board as an 
attempt to persuade the 
faculty. 
Now that the unir-t1ization 
issue is not under immediate 
continued on page 13 
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INQQ!!!!} 
Margaret Feldman's research team has conducted a study on 
teenage pregnancies and is working. on selling condoms 
in the bookstore. Do you think the bookstore should 
sell condo1a1s? 
Debbie Bergenfeld 82 Psych 
. Yes, with the high sexual ac-
tivity on this campus why 
Judy Marks 81 TV-R should guys waste gas having 
I think the bookstore rips us to go downtown to get them. 
off enough. As long as you 
can get them at the health cen- r,~:{\ . . ,:-· 
ter for free, why bother? r, '., .-~ .. -
Betsy Bernstrom 81 Speech 
Pathology 
Yes, and let them sign up for 
vasectomies while they are 
there. 
Barb Stauffer ' Speech 
Pathology 80 
Yes. 1 think that the more 
available something is, the 
more it will be used and with 
the number of pregnancie~ on 
campus, something ha~ to be 
done. 
Lyle Wickersham Fine Arts 80 
No, rubbers should be banned 
from the market because its 
like taking a shower with a 
raincoat on. 
Nick Moore Rec. Mgmt. 80 
Yes I do. I think it would be 
good because ·or the proximity 
of the bookstore to the 
majority of people on campus. 
It's a necessary commodity. I 
think it should be incor-
porated into their product 
selection. It might even be 
their number one seller! 
Gary Silberstein 80 Psych 
Orrin Barfield Phys Ed 83 Yes, because sex is a common 
Yes, they sell them practically experience on this campus and 
anywhere else, 1 don't think it therefore pregnancy is also. I 
would be that terrible to sell think anything to prevent 
them in the bookstore. pregnancy should be done. 
• 'CI' t· 
THE ITHACAN January 31, 1980 
EDITORIAL 
This editorial was written and published with the approval of a majority of the Ithacan 
editorial board 
The most important issue on campus now is President Carter's proposal for 
draft registration that he made in the State of The Union Address on Wednesday, 
Jan 23. This proposal directly effects every student on the Ithaca College campus. 
For the first time, this may effect women and students, as the student deferment 
most likely won't be honored this time around. 
Therefore, every student on this campus is facing a personal decision with respect 
to the possibility of re-enactment of the draft. 
There are many considerations that will enter into this decision. There is a school 
of thought that feels that democracy does not come free and that there is a need 
for the American people to show a willingness to stand up and show the world that 
they will not tolerate any threats to what they perceive to be their national in-
terests. Conscription is perceived as one step towards accomplishing this. 
On the other hand, there is a feeling that registration, the draft and especially 
war are immoral and not solutions to political problems. This group feels that 
the Carter administration should seek out alternatives to war, such as investing 
our energies in international forum and developing alternative means of energy so 
that a squeeze in oil availability will not propose. a threat to our way of life. 
In either case there are many implications that the students on this campus must 
reflect upon. For example students who decide the cause is just, and accept conscription 
hove to consider the possibility of at least a two year interruption in their life, 
or in the case of a war a longer term or even death. 
Those opposed to service in the military must take steps now in developing a 
file that exemplifies their moral feelings. They must also consider, if turned down 
for Conscientious Objector status, that it will not be easy to cross the borders 
of Canada and Mexico anymore. 
This decision has to be made on an individual basis. The Ithacan feels it has 
the responsibility to present both sides of this issue. The Ithacan editorial board 
is composed of 10· people, all of whom hold diverse political beliefs and could 
not unite on this decision. 
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Letters 
Students Lose 8 Ill Turnover 
To The Editor: 
As was noted in last week's 
Ithacan,this year's Student 
Government Executive Board 
is undergoing a tremendous 
turnover. The most intriguing 
aspect of this turnover to me 
being a former Student Body 
President, were the reasons 
cited for this series of 
resignations. According to 
Bud Yablonsky, his 
resignation came about for 
four primary reasons: I. he 
couldn't effect change in the 
position of President as it is 
presently defined 2. he felt 
bogged down with distracting, 
timo.:consuming administrivia 
3. he felt like a pawn on the 
administration's game board 
of politics; and finally, 4. 
student apathy. 
1 wrote this letter because I 
felt that a terrible injustice is 
being committed by placing 
the bla~nc on everything and 
everyone except those who arc 
actually responsible. We, the 
students, are to blame because 
we arc apathetic and "not 
really interested in giving input 
into the system which governs 
our live~"; the college's 
governance structure is to 
blame because it is fairly com-
plex and bureaucratic; the 
Student Government con-
stitution i~ to blame because it 
doesn't define the position of 
President as these people 
would like to sec it defined. 
To me, none of these reasons 
arc even dose to sufficient or 
Conscientious Objectors 
To the Editor: 
President Carter recently 
reversed. himself on the draft. 
In his State of the Union Ad-
dress, he suggested revising the 
registration of young people 
( I 8-26). The applause in the 
Congress was enthusiastic -
perhaps ,because they were all 
assured an exemption. Ithaca 
College students, however, 
have no such assurance and 
~hould not hope for the 
privileged "student defer-
ment." 
Draft opposition crosses 
partisan lines. Conservatives 
sec peacetime comcription as a 
gross intrusion by government 
into citizen's lives. Liberals sec 
it as a threat to civil liberties 
and evidence of militarism in 
national life. Those for whom 
the Biblical witness is central 
to their lives hear one voice 
from the Old and New 
Testaments: "They shall beat 
their swords into plowshares, 
and their spears into pruning 
hooks. Nation shall not lift up 
sword against nation, neither 
&hall they learn war any 
more." (Is. 2:4). 
It is important that the 
people of conscience begin 
now to consider (study, think, 
reflect, or pray) how they will 
rcspo_nd when Uncle Sam 
issues his familiar call: "l 
want you." Conscientious Ob-
jectors should now begin to 
make their dissent public by 
registering their concern and 
opposition to the draft. Some 
· good way& of doing ~o may be 
to write your congrcs~per~on, 
the President, letters to the 
editors of newspapcr5, term 
papers, and di~cus~ your 
position with your pa,tor or 
rabbi. 
Dale Winter 
Protestant Chaplain 
Boycott The Moscow Olympics 
To the Editor 
A U.S. boycott of the 
Moscow Olympics would be a 
large blow to the ideals upon 
which the Olympics are based. 
It would be the realjzation that 
the world of sports can not be 
separated from the world of 
politics. I don't assume that a 
U.S. boycott of the Olympics 
would alter the course of one 
Rus!>1an tank or soldier in 
Afghanistan. I am also aware 
of the fact that it would spoil 
four years of dedicated 
training by numerous young 
Americans. Granted this 
wou' j compromise the prin-
ciples of the Olympics, but 
these principles have been 
compromised before. Every 
nation seems to have a dif-
ferent policy of "Subsidizing" 
its amateurs and n~tions sue,h 
as Cuba and East Germany 
use their medals to advertise 
their systems. An American 
boycott would stagnate the 
Soviet plans to show off their 
system. 
The Soviets have already 
declared th<!_t journalists can 
only report sports and not 
politics and they allegedly 
plan to ship potential dissiden-
ts out of the country for the 
games. Shall we not learn 
from history when in 1936 a 
man by the name of Adolph 
Hitler successfully exploited 
the games to show off his 
system to the world. By 1936 
Hitler had eliminated Jews as 
citizens and yet Americans 
went to the Olympics. In 1972 
a group of terrorists used the 
games to exploit their cause. 
After killing members of the 
Israeli team, Lord Brundridge, 
President of the Olympic 
Committee, declared the 
continued on paf!!? I I 
Don't Eat Macke· Fast To Help Cambodia 
To the Editor: 
A group of students, with 
the help of Macke, is trying to 
organize and motivate a fast 
for Cambodia on Tue~. 26. 
Macke will donate a certain 
amount for every student who 
goes without Macke food for a 
day.The money will go to an 
organization called Oxfam to 
support the Cambodian 
people. 
This is the first of a series of 
letters on this subject. killed literally millions of 
The cause of the problem people. They killed educated 
in Cambodia is the Pol Pot people and professionals (in-
regimc, which, though no eluding- doctors), many who 
longer the main power there, knew foreign languages or 
ruled long enough to wreck knew foreigners, and even in 
havoc. In the name of some cases those who owned 
eliminating technology and the appliances. Now, the people 
effects of Western society, have no resources, no 
they pushed the entire strength,and no hope to deal 
population out of the cities. with the situation: they are 
Then, besides destroying roads dying spiritually and 
buildings and tools, they nhysically. 
Oxfam 1s working to first feed 
the people and then to help 
them to help themselves. Five 
dollars will supply enough to 
keep ten Cambodians alive for 
a week; more can supply better 
health, tools and training. 
Most Oxfam support so far 
comes from groups the same 
size or smaller than what we 
can muster at this school, so 
what can be done here, though 
continuea on page JIJ 
Students Effected by Unionization Problem 
To the Editor: discord. I feel the price of ashamed that more students with love but only with 
As an effected student at community disruption, the have not approached student distaste, -it is better that yo~ 
I.C., I appeal to ,the issue of emotional hold that government to say, "This is should leave your work and sit 
m;iionization. Lowered unionization issues have effecting me!" at the gate of the temple and 
faculty morale and frustration placed upon our faculty. To To those facult_y who ~eel ta_kc _alms of those who work 
with unionization have effec- say that these issues have not too strongly the fight against with JO~· . 
ted me both in the classroom effected the quality of my the tide, remember me your For if you bake bread ~vith 
and in my advisory relation- education would be a lie. student. Kahlil Gibran indifference you bake a bitter 
ships. The staffing depletion I am angered that, at I.C., provide~ more ap~ro~~iate brca? · that feeds but half 
of my department has also cooperation must be decided words !or all of us m The man s hu~~er. 
caused me to choose a in the courts. I am angered Prophet". And it you grudge the 
semester away from campus. that faculty moral should be "\Vor~ is love made visible. crus~ing of the grapes, your 
I am only one victim of allowed to get so low. I am And 1f you cannot work cont11111ed on page 18 
Student Questions Use of Funds at Ithaca College 
To the Editor broaden my education by. is so broad, I believe that more Ea~t To_we_r' dis_ a din_i~g c~ub 
d . . h stnctly hm1te Ill parl!c1pat1on I am a typical Ithaca College taking courses in other areas advance courses, 1 ose h I f I d I · ' · · h . ·f· f to sc oo acu ty an a umm. 
resident: a political science specifically business deahng wit spec, ic areas O . · d d 1· d d b 
· · few · Id b · . I bl It 1s organize an un e y 
major, a sophomore, and After taking the busmess, wou, e mvha ua de. the college and is currently 
student. Like most I.C. business courses allowed to However, access to t ese a - . d b t h b being renovate , at a su s an-
studcnts, I pay approximately non-majors,jt has become ob- vanced programs as een . 1 d . d Th r aso t1a cost. $8,000 annually in tuition, vious to me that . the ~me _to ~e. ff" e cf ctn Herein lies my complaint. 
room, and board. Politics is knowledge I have acqmred given is msu ,cent un s W h d l"k 
my field. However, from them will be a valuable causing a lack of both space hyif w ~-
st
u ent~ 
1 
e 
al.d 1·n the corporate market- and qualified profes~Jrs. mf yse are emgdtll:r1ne away recognizing the practical limits . C b I d rom overcrowe c assrooms of this major, I have place. Because the subJect The Tower hlufl, ocatef ohn because of a lack of funds are 
repeatedly attempted to matter taught in these courses the fourtcent oor O t e continued on page l4 
legitimate to cause the disrup-
tion of our Student Gover-
nment that is now taking 
place. The ta,k of replacing 
these officer~, acquainllng 
them with their dutie,, and 
giving the -·1 time to produce i, 
a length)' one--far too lengthy 
for the tit~;,; that has been left. 
And, most unfortunately, 
those \\ ho lo,e mm! arc the 
student'>. 
The real rea,on for thi, 
failure? The cowardice and 
naivete of those who a<,,umed, 
and now rc,igncd from. tne 
highest <,tuclcnt office, Lil 
campu,. I firmly believe 1hat 
qudcnt apathy i, NOT a 
problem on this campu,--or at 
least not to the e,tent that 
,hould cause a St U(.kn t Bod1 
Prc5idcnt to re,ign. In fact, in 
recent year~, formal effort\ to 
recruit interested students to 
assist the Executive Board 
have brought forth more than 
four times the number helping 
this year. These 5tuden1s in-
stituted such projects as c111 
Executive Board newsletter, 
:he Gotta-Gripe program, a 
freshman rc,i~tcr, a rnllcge 
resource manual and 
professional graphic, work. 
Was this type of formal 
program continued by this 
year's officers'! No. In faci. it 
was consciously halted. 
Another interesting fact i, that 
this year's Student Congrc,, 
has had a far higher attendan-
ce rate than any Congrcs~ in 
the last four years. Apparen-
tly there are enough intcrc,ted 
students there. No, student 
apathy is NOT a problem on 
this campus, but it can be if 
you let it. 
The administration's game 
board was reason number two. 
Granted, I too feel that there 
arc some deficiencies in our 
present governance document. 
But rather than running away 
·rom the game, why not try to 
ilay and maybe even win? But 
.ast year, for example, 
,mmerom attempt, were un; 
'ertaken (mo,tly among the 
tudcnts) to make the college', 
oint Committee a more acti\ c 
nd useful vehicle. These cf-
,irts failed, but at lea,t there 
.ere effort~. In pre\ 10m 
cars, student, ha\ e par-
1cipatcd in, llT at lca,t 
ocalizcd their ,pcc1fic 
uggestions about. the I e\ i,1011 
if the governance document 
~his year no ,r1ec1fic, wn-
tructivc sugge,uon, were ot-
tered. Instead, hand, a1 c 
thrown up 111 fru,trat1011 and 
e:,,.cu~es! handed nut. I feel 
\'CT) '1rongly that thi, poup 
of people could ha\e pro\ 1Lkd 
a much grcatet ,cn1(t: to thL' 
ltha(a College cnmmu111t\ h) 
taking the bull by thL· hrn 11, 
and trymg to (hangc thmt: 
areas that prevented theu d-
fccti\·cncss. Thi~ would have 
at leaq paved the way for 
future student ad-
ministratruns. Now \\ hat \\ ill 
happen is that new people will 
be elected to the office~; II will 
take them a ~cme\tcr to learn 
what needs to be changed and 
how to go about it; and then 
they too will be gone. But thi, 
year's officers have cho,cn to 
continued on page 14 
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News Analysis 
Whats The Story Uncle Sam? 
by Andrea Herman Iran or 
It all begins in West A~ia ... 
Afghanistan 
Pakistan. 
and 
The Russians 
The Ru~sians want a warm-
water port and the Persian 
Guff looks real good. But 
there are some third world 
"move in" to Afghani~tan. 
One down. 
President Carter, in his 
State of the Union addres~. 
condemned the Soviet in-countries in the way, 
WYLLIE 
DRY CLEANING, INCo 
I I fl?] I 
I 
I 
@] 
@ 
Serving Ithaca Over 30 Yrs. 
All Work Professionally 
Done On Our Premises 
"'DRAPERY CLEAI\l'.\G 
"'SIIIHT LAU1\DRY 
*REPAIRS & ALTERATIOl\S 
*FREE SUMMER STORAGE 
•PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
HOURS: 
7:30-5:30 Monday-Friday 
8:00-1:00 Saturday 
r@l 425 W. Seneca 
12~~00 
fl@J@lli[@_ 
vasion of Afghanistan. It is a 
threat to our nation's vital in-
terests, he said. What's so 
special about West Asia? 
Well, there are 50 Americans 
being held hostage in Iran and 
the U.S. has a bunch of 
agreements and treaties with 
Pakistan. But, what's · so 
special about the Persian 
Gulf? Oil. Black gold. Texas 
tea. It makes all ihe wheels 
turn. The Persian Gull' is the 
transportation center for Mid-
Eastern oil. No oil, no turning 
wheels. No turning wheels ... 
How is the U.S. going to 
respond to this "threat"? We 
could withdraw from the 
summer Olympic games that 
are scheduled to be held in 
Moscow this year. Everybody 
excepc the athletes likes that 
one. Everybody who counts, 
that is. Economic sanctions 
arc always a nice touch. Gran-
ting most-favored- nation 
status to China could be a real 
kick in the pants. We could 
beef-up the military; increase 
the budget, build some new 
subs, replace the old ICBM's 
with some new MX missiles, 
start registration ... 
Ah. I see you've stopped. 
Couldn't let that one slip by, 
huh? No, it isn't the draft. 
Well, not yet, anyway. It's 
registration. No classification, 
no physical exams. Just fill out 
a form and tell Uncle Sam who 
you are, where you arc and 
how old you are. 
But, you wonder, will it end 
NEW CHINESE RESTAURANT 
Pan An Chinese Food 
Lunch Special: M-F 11:30-2:30 
Soup & Salad Bar & Chinese Buffet 
All you can eat only $2.35 
(I 
II 
Complete Chinese Menu: Carry-Out Available 
Party Room for 50 People o; More 
(iormerly Chicken 8, f'.incdkf-' Hoii-<.') 
(across from McDonald's) 
367 Elmira Rd., Ithaca 273-9466 
with just the paper work? 
There's never been any kind of 
mobilization like this without 
a draft following close behind. 
On Feb. 9, Carter will present 
Congress with his proposals 
regarding registration. His 
plans depend on a number of 
international and domestic 
variables. So will yours. 
It's against the law for 
women to be in combat. Some 
new legislation or an amen-
dment can change that. "It's 
not a question of equality," 
said a military official, who~c 
name I cannot recall. It's just 
that someone might claim 
discrimination on the basis of 
sex and we might get sued. 
College deferments could 
very well become a thing of the 
past. . (And the Board of 
Trustees is worried about 
enrollment m the 80's now.) 
Do you have the makings of 
a CO, a conscientiou~ ohjec-
tor? Fill out a form. The 
questions arc difficult to an-
swer. They even ask for 
references. 
Canada or Mexico? That 
might not be an option (no 
matter how illegal) this time 
around, considering the scope 
of the situation. Remember, 
oil makes all the wheeb turn, 
even Canada's. The price of 
evasion is high. Even refusing 
to register carries a penalty. 
continued 011 page 18 
The Student Activities Board 
of Ithaca College 
presents 
DAMES AT SEA 
The New 30s Musical 
Book and Lyrics 
George ~aimsohn 
and 
Robin Miller 
Music 
by 
Jim Wise 
f ebruary 7 ,8,9,&10 8: 15pm 
Tickets $1. 50 
CROSSROADS 
EGBERT UNION, ITHACA COLLEGE 
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Committee For Conscientious 
The Central Committee for 
Conscientious Objectors has 
announced that they are 
registering individuals ·who arc 
opposed to participation in the 
military. 
Larry Spears, director of 
CCCO's Youth and Conscien-
tious Objection Campaign, 
says, "The need for young 
people to go on record as con-
scientious objectors to war has 
never been greater than it is 
today." 
According to Spears, 
"Young Americans should 
start thinking about whether 
they could participate in the 
military.'' 
Spears says the CCCO has 
nlready registered several 
thousand young people 
through its conscientious ob-
jection card. "These cards are 
available from CCCO, PO 
Box 15796, Philadelphia, PA 
19103. They simply state 
'Because of my beliefs about 
war, I am opposed to par-
ticipation in the military."' 
According to Betty Alexan-
der, a National Selective Ser-
vice spokesper~on in 
Washington, the cards could 
carry a lot of weight in convin-
cing a draft board of an objec-
tor's sincerity. "It sounds like 
a rational approach," she 
said. "It shows the applicant i~ 
not experiencing a late 
crystallization of beliefs. 
"They (CCCO) are a very 
organized group. They know 
a statement made at this time 
would carry a lot of weight. If 
the draft is reimtituted and a 
young person can prove 
he/~hc went on recorJ in a 
time when he was not in 
danger of going to war, then it 
might have ,ome influence on 
his board.'' 
"The usefulnes, of this 
card," says Spears, "i~ that it 
provides a record of an in-
dividual's oppo~ition to war 
and the military. Under 
current Selective Service 
regulations, an individual who 
i, called up for active duty will 
have only 10 day, to put 
together Im or her CO claim. 
Thi, CO card will help demon-
5trate to the military the 
thou'iands of young peoplc 
who will not serve in the 
military even if the nation 
returns to the draft." 
CCCO wa, founded in 1948 
a\ the Central Committee for 
Conscicnti()u, Objector, and 
i, a nati,>!:.,: agency coumeling 
young A111c· 1cam facing the 
pro,pect o;_ military ~ervice. 
What Is Conscientious Objection? 
With the reinstatement of 
registration and the possibility 
o{the draft, one outlet people 
can seek out is the statement 
of conscientious objection. 
Below is a list of questions 
a,ked on the revised Selective 
Service System's "Special 
Form for Conscientiou~ Ob-
Jector," (April l 972) and the 
penaltie~ for failure to 
register. 
1. Describe the beliefs which 
arc the basis for your claim for 
classification as a conscien-
tious objector. 
2. Will your belief permit 
~ ou to serve in a position in 
the armed forces where the me 
of weapons is not required? If 
not, why? 
3. Explain how you 
acquired the beliefs which are 
the basis of your claim. Your 
answer may involve such in-
formation as the influence of 
family members or other per-
sons; religious training; if ap-
plicable; experiences at 
school ; membership in 
organizations; books and 
readings which in flucnced 
you. You may wish to provide 
any other information which 
will help in explaining why you 
bcliei:e as you do. 
4. Explail'l-most clearly that 
which shows that your beliefs 
are deeply held. 
5. Do your bclicfa affect the 
way you live? Describe how 
your beliefs affect the type of 
work you will do to cam a 
li\111g or the type~ of activity 
you participate in during 
nc nworking hours. 
6. De~cribc any specific ac-
tions or incidents of your life 
that show you believe a, you 
do. 
Rcfu5al to r~giqcr or 
cooperate in any way, can 
bring on a penalty of five year~ 
in prison and/ or $ I 0,000 
fine. 
If you register, then refmc 
to cooperate further, there i, a 
penalt:, of five years and/ or 
Sl0,000 fine. 
If you rcgi~ter, receiYe CO 
status, begin alternative ,er-
vic·~, stop working and begin 
noncooperation, there :~ a 
possible penalty of military 
induction, prison or finc. 
If you register, _apply for 
CO statu,. arc turned dO\\n, 
then refuse induction into 
military, you may face indic-
tmcnt, trial and possibly 
prison. 
If you regi,ter, apply for 
CO status then refuse further 
cooperation, you can use the 
appeals process ll. rli~cm, 
belief, with the draft board. 
There i, a pos,iblc penalty ot 
five year~ pri~on and/or 
S!0,000 fine. 
If you arc inducted into the 
armed force~, then rcalite you 
are a CO you can apply for a 
CO discharge but it is a long 
proce,s and may be difficult to 
C0nvince draft board of ,m-
cerity. 
Dale \\'inter, IC Protestant 
chaplain. will be meeting on 
Feb. 4 at 7pm in the Chapel 
with an~· ,tudent, intcre,tcd in 
di,cu,sing the abo\e 
que,tions. Winter emphasi1e\ 
that <,111dcnt, should pay 
careful attention to queqion 
,ix and should c,tahli,h a file 
that indicate, their fcd111g that 
11 ar i\ immoral. Tim file can 
be presented to the draft board 
when one applies I ,1r CC 
<,1atth. Letter:, written tu 
congr c"person,. Prt',iden t 
Carter, paper for cla~<;e, and 
nther irH.lication~ of moral 
\landing~ can all be rncllllkd 
in that file. 
VALENTINE 
FLOWERS 
OOL's1 
Op Ed: Divestment Speakers 
t«i9i'.J 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
b,· N,·d Denickson 
· Two South- Africans, Dr. 
Congress Umbata and 
Lesoanna Makhanda, came to 
J.C. last semester to speak 
about American corporate in-
volvement in South Africa. 
Both speakers acknowledged 
that U.S. corporations do in-
deed support apartheid by 
<;trengthening South Africa's 
government and economy. 
(During the last two years, 
<,tudcnts and faculty have 
protested the college's existing 
investments in American cor-
porations which operate · in 
black opposition to apartheid 
has met frequently with 
bloody massacres. Makhanda 
enumerated two of the largest, 
Sharpesville in 1960 and 
Soweto in 1976, both of which 
resulted in the murder of hun-
dreds of blacks. Men, women 
and children as young as four 
years old were killed. 
Makhanda said that the 
Sullivan Principles (an 8-point 
declaration, endorsed by mo5t 
American corporations 
operating in South Africa, 
which advocates equal em- ' 
ployment and labor practices. 
for all laborers) allow foreign 
corporations to assist the ex-
ploitation of blacks. (The l.C. 
Board of Trustees contends 
that corporations complying 
with the Sullivan principles 
have a justified presence in 
South Africa). Withdraw) of 
all foreign companies from 
South Africa would, said 
Makhanda, re,ult in 
revolution by the majority, 
continued on page 14 
!llalian e .u.i.aim 
FINE ITALIAN 
SPECIAL TIES 
SINCE 1949 
. ~ ~ \ 
~ 
272-5080 
109 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE.COMMO°"S' 
South Africa.) 
First to speak was Lesoanna 
Makhanda, from the Pan 
African Congress of Ayania, 
on Nov. 29th. Ayania was the 
ancient name of South Africa 
GOT THE HUNGRIES? 
before whites arrived in 1652, 
according to Makhanda. 
Using the name Ayania 
acknowledges the right of the 
black majority to define them- . 
selves by rejecting "South J I 
Africa", a name given and -~,;. & 
used by the ruling white ~ -.. -f:· : 
minority. Mr. Makhanda's ~. i' /-: 
speech, entitled "The Real / ~. 
Issues in South Africa", ~"':..: '. • ,, · 
briefly sketched thenistory of(~~'L,. '~ ~·,"": 
Ayania/South Africa. The ~ . 
exportation of raw materials, f f ~ 
especially gold, by industry : l 
was said to involve the eviction j 
of millions of blacks from '; 
their lands from the 17th cen-
tury to the present day. 
Organized politica~ opposition 
to a apartheid, both violent 
and non-violent, was said to 
have begun in 1949. The 
government has regularly used 
violence while attempting to 
safeguard apartheid, said 
Makhanda, and substantial 
Then get to the Great Amei"ican Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Food!i in town. 
o SUPER SUBS ° FRESH PIZZA 
0 COLD BEER AND SODA\ 
o OVERSIZED SANDWIC:HES, 
Q SALADS AND MUCH MORE2 
Open 24 Hours Open Sunday 8-6 
Closed Saturday 12 PM Open Monday 8 AM 
I 
I 
; 
Thursday 
12:00-4:30pm 
12:00pm 
4:00pm 
7:00 m· 
Friday 
12:00-4:30pm 
4:00pm 
7:00&9:30pm 
9:00pm 
11 :OOpm. 
This is the official schedule. -
Please note time changes. 
January 31 Saturday 
Mug sole, Union Lobby. 
Free hot chocolate too! 
10:00am 
Tasteful tunes, 4:00pm 
with Jon, Union Lobby. 
Volleyball Tournament, 7:00&9:30pm 
in front of Union. 
Special Pub Night 9:00pm 
February 1 
Mug Sole, Union Lobby. 
Free hot chocolate too! 
Tug-of-War, 
in front of Union. 
Special Double Feature: 
Kentucl~ Fried Movie Sunday 
& The Groove Tube. 
T-102, admission, $1 
10:00am An evening of comedy 
with Darren Sheppard. 2:00pm Crossroads. 
Sl~oting party, 4:00pm Coss Perl~. 
Drivers and riders meet 8:00pm 
at 10:45pm at the 
U0ion parking lot. 
For more information contact 
the Office of Campus Activities. 27 4-3222 
February 2 
l3roomboll T ournoment, 
pond behind Chapel. 
Pancake Eating Contest, 
Union Lobby 
Special Double Feature-
see Friday schedule. 
Semi-formal Dance 
featuring the 
Wizz Kidds, 
Terraces. 
Tickets: $3.50 single 
St>.OO couple 
Available from R.A.s, 
Egbert Union Office, & 
T erroce R. D. 's office. 
February 3 
J oboggan Race 
Ski Hill, weather permitting. 
Obstacle Race 
Soccer Field. 
Snow Sculpture judging. 
Horsefeathers 
T-102, admission $1 
The ITHACAN 
apologizes for any con-
fusion caused by the 
layout of the Winter Car-
nival schedule in last 
week's ITHACAN. The 
ITHACAN assures its 
readers that this calendar 
is correct. 
Your ITHACAN Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
•. 
·r. 
,., 
~! 
·~ 
:, 
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Preview: Theatre Season 
by Lalo Page 
It's safe to say that the LC. 
Department of Theater Arts 
has taken its share of chances 
already. With producing Cpt 
on A Hot Tin Roof for parents 
weekend, the violent political 
theater of Narrow Road to the 
Deep North, and the world 
premier of the Good Life, it is 
obvious that the department 
has decided to take chances. 
This is good, I feel and it looks 
as if this trend will continue 
right into this semester. 
To open the season, Theta· 
Alpha Phi will produce The 
Man Who Came to Dinner. 
Under the direction of 
Kathrine Wyctrach, a senior in 
the BF A Acting/Directing 
program, the show will go up 
on Feb. 12 and close on Feb. 
16. The play is a comedy, 
written in the 1930's by Kauf-
man and Hart and is a classic 
in it's genre. It should provide 
a fun evening of entertainment 
for all. 
Next up will be Six Charac-
ters in Search of an Author; by 
Pirandello. It will be directed 
by J .Fred Pritt, and will be 
done in the complete round. 
Because the play was writen in 
the l 920's, it is to my under-
standing that Pritt is going to 
update it to the present by 
some very elaborate means. 
The play is actually a play 
within a play about a family of. 
characters searching for 
someone, or something, to 
blame the actions of their Jife 
on. It is an extremely in-
teresting concept. Opening on 
Feb. 19 and closing on Feb. 
23, I suggest that you try to see 
this one. 
Last on the list of major 
productions is - George 
Feydeau's·A Flea in Her Ear. 
Under the direction of Dr. 
Joel Nassif, the play was writ-
ten in 1907 and is from the 
Vaudeville, theater of France. 
It is a very well written script, 
as it is by one of the masters of 
this type of play. It should be 
another very entertammg 
evening for all who see it. -
I think that it is also impor-
tant to mention the fact that 
there will be a few "green 
room" productions this 
semester. These productions 
will take the form of senior 
directing projects. This year 
the seniors involved have 
picked some fine shows. It 
starts with the presentation of 
The Criminals, under the 
direction of Layle Smith-
Clayton, which will be shown 
on March 25. Next will be 
Whodunit?, directed by Lisa 
Creo and will go up on April 
14. Third will be an excerpt 
from Jean Claude van Itallie's 
America Hurrah, entitled In-
terview a Fugue for Eight Ac-
tors. It will be directed by 
Jackie Scoones and will be 
shown on April 22. Last, but 
not least, Lloyd Williams will~ 
choreograph and coordinate a 
dance green room which will 
go up on May I. 
I think that special mention 
should · be given to Smith-
Clayton and Scoones for the 
pieces they have chosen to 
directs. Both are very in-
terestmg and should be presen-
ted with a formidable amount 
of work, which should pay 
off. I'm looking forward to 
seeing them, as I am with all 
the other senior projects. The 
projects, as one can sec, are 
presented for only one day, 
but arc shown twice at 4:00 
and 7:30, on those days. Even' 
better, admission to them is 
free. Tickets for all major. 
productions are $1.00 for I.C. 
students. It looks as if it will 
be another ,good semester for 
theater here. Catch some, I 
think you'll be pleased. 
Roches Appear At_ Strand Tonight 
by Jaime Steve do? ... and how come I haven't gamed_ them much critical ac- Brothers m early 1979, has Finally, as to wny you don't 
Some extremely talented, heard them on the radio? First claim such as Rolling Stone developed while playing in hear the Roches on your radio, 
but not yet extremely well off, the Roches are three magazine's "New Artist of the Manhattan folk-oriented clubs you tell me! By all rights they 
known musical artists are young women; Maggie Roche, Year Award". such as the Bottom Line. But sh.ould be there, The Roches 
playing in Ithaca as of late, Terre Roche, and Suzzy As to "what they do?", well don't let the word "folk" are that good. 
·and it's high time we took ad- Roche, whose last name is that's easy. The Roches per- scare you off, their music is Opening for the Roches at 
vantage of out good fortune. really Roche. Hence, The form their very own brand of full of upbeat energy and the Strand will be Desperado. 
The Roches, who will be Roches. They are originally folk music which they memorable melodies. In There will be one show only, 
appearing at the Strand from Park -Ridge, New Jersey sisters are a long way from short, they are far from the starting at 8pm tonight, (Jan. 
fheater tonight, at' 8pm, are a . and have been singing together their humble beginnings. boring and mellow folk music 31) and all tickets arc $6.50 
prime t:xample. But, who are since they were eight or ten Their debut album; The to which most of us are ac- day of show. 
the Roches?, what do they years old. Today, the three Roches, released by Warner custom. -
]oKe: Soap Opera Whiz Kid 
b~ Michelle Lefever years and the organ for 12. His when they still had organists). i1e writes about actors and he's soap theme~ ~rom memory. 
On Nov. 15 J.K. Genovese major musical preference is He also wrote to some writers, more or less free to choose He says he likes to collect 
did an interview for the the songs of the thirties and producers, and magazine which ones. He also assisted unusual songs. "l '_m sure that 
Ith~can. He's 21 yrs. old and forties, though he says he does editors and through this con- Recd two years ago on his everybody would Jt1St tear up 
comes from Greenwich, Conn. get into newer music such as tact came many different syndicated column by com- the earth looking for 'When 
Some of you may know him as Barry Manilow. possibilities to employ his in- piiing summaries of shows and the Swallows Come Back to 
a senior piano major or as a Hand in hand with his terest further. And so his planning sessions with stars. Capistrano' or 'Jim'·" He 
nutty wacky soap opera buff. musical interest comes his name began appearing in Among his other writing also states with conviction that 
Well, folks he's both! somewhat whimsical and very magazines and he received let- credits, is a Humor A.nthology the music business is sexist , 
J .K. 's interest in music extensive interest in soap ters from people who either due to come out in January there are almost no songs with 
began because of his father operas. He says his interest wanted or were offering help which is due to his applied men's names. "I'd love to 
who was a band leader and his began in junior high school; he· in tracing certain soap opera writing minor. hear a song called 'Irving I 
mother who was a vocalist. used to write to some of the memorabilia or soap opera We asked J.K. about his Love You' or something." 
He's played the piano for 15 organists on the shows (back history. Now he keeps and up- favorite shows and his answer He..,s played at cocktail par-
Super Wine Glasses 
The Iron Shop 
On the Commons 272-5101 
DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 1980 
Ott daily room rate on all rooms. suites & 
etf1c1enc1es. 20°0 DISCOUNT off weekly rates 
:~) 
TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS 
(800) 874-7420 
Ask for Spring Break Special 
·_~) 
MAYAN INN 
Located 1n the heart of the Boardwalk area 
AZTEC REST AU RANT & DISCO LOUNGE 
OCEANFRONT HEATED POOL 
103 S. Ocean Avenue • Daytona Beach. Florida~ 
dates files of cast lists dating was, "The Guiding Light,, ties, 'clubs,' fashion shows and 
as far back as the fifties and and "Search for Tomorow" other bits. For two years he 
also collects storylines and have finally got good writers, was a member of a trio called 
scripts. by these J mean Joyce and Bill "The Understudies" which in-
Bob LaGuardia, who wrote Corrington." Says J .K., "One eluded such other IC students 
MONTY, enlisted his help in Life to Live" is the best soap as Casey McDonald and Larry 
the making of two paperback and now "Another World" is Hirschhorn. Later they added 
books. The first called, From running a close second." Ric Stoneback. Some more of 
Ma Perkins to Mary· Har- Another soap writer that he his work at IC includes ac-
tmann featured captions by reallylikesis Douglas Marland companying Open Mike Night 
J .K. And he assisted the who writes "The Guiding every month along with Dave 
author for the other called The Light." Corati, he also is in another 
Wonderful World of TV Soap He frequents soap functions trio along with Dave Mask.in 
Operas.Among his other where he meets many actors. and Jason_ Koronokos. J.K. 
writing credits, he wrote for He says of them, "There says "We do.jazz, pop, vocals, 
such soap opera magazines as aren't as many egotistical soap make asses of ourselves, dress 
"Daily TV Serials," "Soap- actors as other .Hollywood ac- tacky and call ourselves 
box Magazine," and currently tors" and basically "they're a Triad." They will be playing 
he writes for "Afternoon very humble, down-to-earth in the Crossroads on Jan. 21. 
TV" -all of which are edited by bunch." J .K.'s big news is that he's 
Jon-Michael Reed. Generally J .K, can play many of the won the first step in the 
-tcQUARANTEED 
DAY 
continued on page 14 
50. OFF YOUR NEGATIVE COLOR FILM (C-41 J 
BETWEEN WEDNESDAY 
10am & BEFORE 
FRIDAY 10am 
1 COUPON PER ROLL WI PRINT ORDERS COLOR 
PROCESSING 
Sounds/ 
y Steve Platt a single from her soon-to-be-
"Smoking pot is far safer released album "Mad Love." 
than smoking cigarettes," It's called "How Do I Make 
claimed 37 year old Paul Mc- You" and it is good rock and 
Cartney after he was released roll. In contrast, the flip side, 
from a Japanese prison where "Rambler Gambler," 1s a 
he was being held for on mellow song reminiscent of 
possession charges. On Jan. her older material. "Mad 
16, McCartney was arrested at Love" will also contain three 
Tokyo's Narita Airport when songs by the California new 
customs officials confiscated wave band the Cretone's, in-
approximately one-half pound eluding "Justine", "Real 
of pot found in his luggage. Love" and "The Cost of 
McCartney was detained for Love". The other songs arc 
JO days in prison awaiting a "It Hurts So fad", "Party 
decision from the Japanese Girl", "Mad Love", a duct 
government. He was released with Nicolette Larson, "The 
last Fr.iday when the Japanese Shoop Shoop Song (It's In His 
decided not to press charges.. Kiss)", and possibly the old 
McCartney, now back in standard "I've Got A Crush 
England, has pledged that he On You". Musicians will in-
will never smoke pot again, elude Little Feat's Bill Payne 
although he still believes it's on keyboards and possibly 
harmless. guitarist Paul Barrere. 
ThePolice are also planning Cretone's Mark Goldenburg 
to· stop in Japan on their will also play guitar on a few 
present tour. Hopefully, they cuts. "Mad Love" is 
will have better luck than Mc- scheduled for release early in 
Cartney. Other destinations the month. 
for their tour include Australia Pink Floyd has cleverly con-
and several stops in the Middle cealed a secret message in 
East. The overnight success of "The Wall". If you're in-
the Police since their first terested in finding it, listen 
album "Outlandos closely to side two. J. Geils' 
D' Amour" of a year ago, is ajbu.m "Love Stinks", was 
begipning to effect their released this past week. Singles 
"punk" image. They plan to which have been released from 
soften the Band's image in or- it are "Takin' You Down" 
der to appeal to a wider and "Come Back". 
audience. After this tour they Two parodies of the 
are planning some 'time off, Knack's "My Sharona" have 
and then to return to the corne out recently. One is "My 
studio to work on a third Bologna" and the other is 
album. "My Ayatollah", recorded'by 
Linda Ronstadt has released disc jockey Steve Dahl. Dahl is 
South Hill. January J 1 . 1980 Page Q 
'Music Information 
known for his anti-disco rally 
which lead to the destruction 
of a baseball field between the 
games of a double-header this 
summer, and also for his Rod 
Stewart take-off "Do Ya 
Think I'm Disco". Speaking 
of the Knack, they have a new 
single out entitled "Baby 
Talks Dirty" which merely 
seems to be a re-vamp of "My 
Sharona". The Knack's new 
album is expected out in the 
near future. Blondie fans will 
be pleased to sec that ,the Mar-
ch Penthouse features 
Deborah Harr~· on the cover, 
but alas, only an interview in-
side. 
Some recent releases in-
clude- the Pretenders ' debut 
album, which contains a song 
written by Ray Davies of the 
Kinks and produced by Nick 
Lowe, called "Stop Your 
Sobbing". The Specials have 
also just released their debut 
album produced by Elvis 
Costello, Costello himself has 
just released a single from his 
forthcoming album, called "I 
Can't Stand Up For Falling 
Down" and is out in England. 
Bob Dylan is returning to 
the Muscle Shoals studio to 
record another album, where 
he will be working with his 
present road band. The Who 
are working on an album un-
der their newly adopted War-
ner Bros. label. Bealle's 
producer George Martin is 
working with Cheap Trick on 
their next effort. 
In Feb. we might be hearing 
from the Beach Ho}·s' 
"Brothers, Cousins &nd 
Friends" ,Robin Trower, Ian 
Hunter, Marshall Tucker 
Band, Ramones' "End of the 
Century", Jeff Beck, and 
Springsteen's "Tics That 
Bind". 
We can also expect a Steely 
Dan album early in the month. 
Billy Joel's album "Glass 
Houses", expected out this 
month, is going to be more 
rock oriented than some of 
his more recent efforts. Pete 
Townsend should have a solo 
album out this week, the 
Rc.lling Stones "Another Fine 
Mess You've Gotten Us Into, 
Ronnie" a_nd the Grateful 
Dead's "Go to Heaven" may 
appear at any time, but don't 
hold your breath. 
If you're a Neil Young or 
Allman Bros. fan you might 
want to vote in the "WlC1:1 
Rock Battle" this Saturday. 
You can call in and vote for 
your favorite artist following 
the Bombers-St. Lawerance 
basketball game Saturday af-
ternoon. Two hours of the 
winner's music will be playerl. 
Concerts for early hbuary 
,will include the Roches at the 
.i'abberwocky in Syracme on 
Feb. 2. Aslo at the Jabber-
wocky, ser Robert Gordon on 
Feb. I and Aztec Two Step on 
the Feb. 9. Some future con-
cens areTaj Mahal at r/,c 
Ithaca S1.rand on Feb. 14 for 
two sho,vs. Zobo will be 
playing their final gig on Feb. 
16 at the strand. The Shirelles 
The Drifters andBobby Lewis 
will appear at the Strand for 
two shows on Feb. 23. Tickctf, 
are on sale at Willard Straight 
Hall and the Egbert Union for 
Dave Mason, Mason will ap-
pear at Bailey Hall on Feb.15 
at 8pm. Next Friday, Feb. 8, 
sec "The Pink Floyd Movie" 
at the State Theatre at the 
midnight show. Special 
thanks go to WJCB-F~. the 
Sampler and Amy Hurd. 
H-fOPJ\¼Tirn MECTir'J' 
F~. L!, 7 PJ\ 
cr.f rrncr C4REER Plf\!G. 
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Kre-skin At Clemens 
SEfHOR I~ITERVIE\'l'S 
ffi3. ::: CCHT.~CT 
CC1'1TACT CAREER PLANNING 
OFFICE CG.Q.Jt[Tf CS\frR) 
If you haven't been 
"Kreskinized", or if you have 
and would like to try it again, 
visit the Clemens Center in 
Elmira Saturday Feb. 2 at 8 
p.m., when the world famous 
mentalist, Kreskin, demon-
strates his unique mental 
powers. 
He wowed a large Clemens 
Center audience when he first 
appeared there in June I 978, 
and he' promises to do even 
more new and exciting mental 
exercises in this upcoming per-
formance, sponsored by the 
Masonic Temple. 
According to Kreskin, to.be 
"Kreskinized" is to perceive 
another pursuing thoughts or 
introduce an idea into their 
thought processes by natural 
and scientific means but in a 
manner that is dramatic and 
amazing. 
A foremost 'authority in the 
field of E.S.P., (Extra Sensory 
Perception), Kreskin calls 
himself a "scientific in-
vestigator" of E.S.P: and the 
power of suggestion . He says 
"What I do is inherent in 
everyone, but what I have 
done is to learn to sensitize 
myself to the reac~ions and at-
titudes of people around me: 
under' certain conditions I can 
sense their thoughts as well as 
influence their thoughts. " 
Kre~kin uses his own per-
sonality, persuasiveness and 
sensitivity to guide, suggest, 
direct and command in order 
to project tht)Ughts and receive 
impression~. He will readily 
admit that even he doesn't un-
derstand all the reasons behind 
some of the tnings he accom-
plishes. 
One very ·exciting portion 
of Kreskin's -app·earance is 
what he calls the "Check 
Test." Kreskin has agreed to 
allow the check he is to receive 
for his performance to be hid-
den in the Clemens Center 
FEBRUARY 
I ' 
BY THE 
FIRESIDE 
GREYSTONE INN 
1457 E. Shore Or. (Rte 34) 
3 Miles North of lthllc11 off Rte 13 
!73-4096 
Open lhursday thru Monday 
S:30-9:00 
~ M~a~~ 
10% DINNER DISCOUNT UPON REQUEST 
auditorium. If he fails- to 
locate his check, he will forfeit 
his fee. He also offers $20,000 
to anyone who disproves his 
claim that he uses no con-
federates or secret assistance 
of any kind in his shows. 
A master in his field, 
Kreskin has astounded 
audiences around the world 
via live concerts, nightclub 
appearances, campus lectures. 
He is .<!_1!1,0ngst the top 10 
,continued on page 11 
OW FOR APPT. & APPLIC. 
PEACE CORPS • VISTA 
A WORLD FOR .AMERICAN 
OF OPPORTUNITY 
ITHACA Tl·RE CO. INCm 
The Home of Quality Tires 
Includes up to five quarts ma1or 
brand 10/30 011 and oil filter. 
PROTECT MOVING PARTS 
•Chassis lubrication and oil change 
• Includes light trucks 
• Please call for appointment 
-
'ti;_ -.. .oO!· 
. ' 
GET QUICK STARTS 
ENGINE TUNE-UP 
•37'-! 
$43.89-8 cyl. • $30.89-4 cyl. 
Add1honal parts and service 
extra 1f needed. 
Includes listed parts and labor -no extra charge for 
air-cond1honed cars $4 less for electronic 1gnit1on 
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting 
systems analysis • Install new points, 
plugs, condens·er, rotor • Set dwell and 
timing • Adjust carburetor • Includes 
Datsun, Toyota, VW, and light trucks 
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Film/ Star T rel~ 
y David Lebovitz is reason enough to see it. The 
cast's reunion is cleverly done 
and avoids the "next episode" 
approach. The crew members 
are assembled for a special 
mission. Everyone looks the 
same as in the serial with the 
exception of a remarkably 
wide variety of crew uniforms 
which change for every scene. 
Captain Kirk (William 
ning Dettoid who revives an 
old interstellar relationship 
with Decker. Eventually, the 
crew is joined by Mr. Spock 
(Leonard Nimoy), whose 
dramatic entrance is one of the 
film's highpoints. · 
However, there are not 
enough highpoints in Star 
Trek to relieve the low points. 
But don't get me wrong,-it's a 
fun movie that is quite en-
joyable if not taken seriously 
(and logically). There are too 
many long, established shots 
of the Enterprise at the bigin-
ning and they linger on t.he 
special effects ad nauseum oerry, wnter and. producer, 
for the duration of the film. took a huge gamble on Star 
The acting is at times I Trek. People had 
laughably poor. When the unreasonably high expec-
mysterious alien comes aboard ·tations about the nature of a 
to view the crew, they act like forthcoming Star Trek movie. 
animated statues. Other times The producers tried to make it 
the cast performs their roles into a glamorous epic, and it 
quite capably. It is incon- doesn't work as such. It's en-
sistencies like these that make joyable as a Saturaday 
people leave Star Trek feeling matinee adventure film and 
somewhat let down. should not be taken as a 
· The main problem with Star serious attempt to produce 
Trek is that the special effects another Star Trek episode. 
are heavily emph?sized to the 
detriment of the charac-
iteri7::ition<;. Gene Rodden-
At the beginning of Star 
Tce._k, my friend leaned over to 
me and whispered, "God, 
these titles are horrible!" 
Although the titles are 
1 enerally not the highpoint of 
most films, they are often 
valid indications of the en-
suing film. Of all films that 
have been released this 
Christmas, more people have 
been awaiting the arrival Star 
Trek than any other film. Over 
$40 million dollars were sun~ 
into this overblown television 
episode in anticipation of a 
group of Trekkies lining up to 
reunite with old friends. 
To begin with, the film is a 
must for Star Trek fans. 
Seeing the cast together again 
Shatner) is to take command 
of the Enterprise several years 
after he has left because of his 
vast experience. His previous 
replacement, Captain Decker 
(a newcomer played by Steven 
Collins) is upset to hear of 
Kirk coming aboard. Alas, the 
crew takes off. In mid-
rnission, they are joined by Ilia 
(Perseus Khambatta), a stun-
Midnight Film Series 
' I 
I 
by David Lebovitz Ithaca premiere of the -new 16) and The Rolling Stone~' 
SPRING BREAK 
This past weekend, The Steve Martin/Carl Reiner Sympathy for the Devil (Feb. 
State Theater, west of the comedy The Jerk, which has 22 and 23). 
Commons, began their Mid- been attracting large audien- Admi~sion to thc~c films i~ 
War111 Weather Packages 
A l'ai/able to: 
night Film Series with the con- ccs. only $2.00 for two films, and 
v.'O'J. 
. ~~ 
Barbados 
l'vtartf . 
n1que 
' I'he Ek 
\\'3\\\ halJJas 
cert film Yessongs and the Next weekend, Feb. 8 and 9, they will all be shown at mid-
classic Reefer Madness. In an will be Cheech and Chong's night on Fridays and Satur-
effort to provide a great way Up in Smoke along with Pink days. The theater is optimi'itic 
to round off a Friday or Flo)·d-Live at Pompeii. Up in that many people will be in-
Saturday night after the bars, Smoke deals with two men !crested in seeing quality rock 
the State Theater will be who get into several hilarious film~. hopefully enough to 
showing rock films and other misadventures as a result of generate continued intcre~t in 
Curacao movie~ featuring comcdv, their marijuana use. midnight film~ for the Ithaca 
animation and satire - quite· a Future films include community. 
Dominican Republic wide variery. This weekend, Magical Mystery Tour and 
Feb. I and 2,'thcre will be the Lord of the Rings (Feb. 15 and -
J). 
. J,,,._ 
C- Bahamas/Our Isla·1ds 0<b 
.J re - ' - '?_, '°"" !Jad,:., ci/',, 
.., '?.,v "O 
§'wNotes From Ford 
-~ ,~ h, 
- ,S\' ~.... 'r., by Karen Johnston 
~'<.\'-' ~~ \" . 'Po 
" __ c __·. '6;.. c_,:f irg,n Islands Four recitals are highlighted 
'-- -::> --:J in this week's concert of-
n, l'I -i' D ·z d Pri" ferings in Ford Hall. 
r,ease ca ,.,or etar s an Cl!.\' Friday, Feb. 1, the Sym-
.,,,.jj If Ir I_ phonic Band will perform un-
S TO NE f~_--_--'"_--_:_~--_ -__ ,_:&fA__ ::::,~> ~I:if,:,r;;::;r;:,1;:;;.f 
- . ¥lAG£111rV "American Overture" by 
4;~ Eddy St.-"273-4443 --------=--·-:.· _ _ :~L.ll Joseph Wilcox Jenkins, 
, .. , 'i, , i· ,, , . :rat','i 111 T.>rnr,k,m, Cr,im:~ - "Traurersinfome" by Richard 
------------------.....1Wagncr, "American Dances 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
!l Int~oi~ction ~o ~G~ion :_,.:est::. C·!,S e.r.d .£-.n.swers 
r.~GP. Jot Roon, 7-8 p.m. 
=r.:r2duction tc LondoP. 
C~estions and Answers 
?ri·2nds liJ2, 7-8 p.m·. 
FE3RUAPY 21 
:?t:JSSROAD~~ PARTY 
Union - a:13 p.m. 
Chat wi tr. former 
London students. 
Slides, Snacks & Beer 
I.r,. Card Required 
(0:E B"f TEE OFFICE ANYT ~ME 
!faller 218 
2'74-3306 . 
Interviews begin Jsnu~rv 28 
(Part I)" by Alfred Reed and 
Rachmaninoff's "Italian 
Polka." Clifton William's 
"Fanfare and Allegro" will be 
next, followed by "Diver-
tments for Band" bv Vincent 
Persichetti and Leo~ard Ber-
nstein's "Prologue from We~t 
Side Story.'' The performance 
will close with "Pas Redouble 
Op. 86" by Camille Saint-
Saens. The Symphonic Band 
will begin its··performance at 
8:15pm inthe Ford Hall 
Auditorium. 
Ithaca College faculty 
member Georgetta Maiolo will 
perform a flute recital at 
8:15pm in the Mabenbauer 
Room in Ford Hall on Sun-
dav, Feb. 3. Maiolo will open 
her re-c-ital with a J .S. Bach 
Sonata in B minor for flute 
and harpsichord. "Sonata for 
Flute and Harp" by Gaelano 
Donezetti will follow along 
with "Second Minuet de 
L' Arlesienne" by Gt"orges 
Bizet, "Entra 'acte_" by 
Jacques Ibert and Hector 
Villa-Lobos' "Bachianas 
Brasilieras No.6 for flute and 
bassoon." "Serenade No.IO 
for flute and harp is next, by 
Vincent Persichetti, "Monody 
I Op. 43" by George Perle, 
Andre Jolevet's "Pastorale De 
Noel" and "Carmen Fan-
•DeWitt Mall 
•ethrnc mght 
on Sunday 
•Soup & Salad Specials 
.daily specials 
tasic" by Francois Borne. 
Pianists and harpsichordi~t 
Mary Ann Covert, harpist 
Barbara Dechario and 
bassoonist Edward Gobrecht 
will assist Maiolo in her per-
formance. 
At 9pm in the Nabcnhauer 
Room of Ford Hall on Mon-
day, Feb. 4, ·susan Terwiller 
will perform her junior 
clas'iical and electric g.uitar 
recital. The program will open 
with two J. S. Bach works: 
"Bounce" and "Double" 
followed by "El Polifeino D" 
Oro" by Reginald-Smith 
Briade, "Theme, Varie er 
Finale" by Manuel Ponce, 
"La Vic Breve" by Manuel De 
Falla. One highlight of the 
performance will be t so pieces 
composed by Terwilliger her-
self: "Tomorrcw" and 
. "Secret from . Yourscl f." A 
second guitarist Vicky Genfan 
will assistt in "Down the 
Line" by Jim Hall. The 
program will close with a 
group performance ot 
"Reminiscence" by Molly 
MacMillan, "Eleven" by 
Susan Terwilliger and 
"Wave" by A. C. Jobim. 
Molly MacMillan will assist on 
piano, along with bass singer 
Steve Gass, drummer Moses 
Howden, percussionist Bar-
continued on pa~e I I 
0 273-96!0 
• fresh hsh on 
weekends 
0 gourmet veqetana 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
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muz-hocl"'/ Yan Holen 11 
by David O'Flaherty 
The key element of most 
durable and noteworthy rock 
bands 'is the guitarist, be it 
Pete Townshend, of theWho, 
Roger Watersh, of Pink 
Floyd, Jimmy Page, of Led 
Zepplin or an Allman or Clap-
ton. lf Van Halen is able to 
stay in the public limelight, it 
will be due largely to the talen-
ts of Edward Van Halen, the 
group's guitar player. 
Van Halen has superb 
technique and personalized 
style, and he plays with a con-
trolled fury and energy not 
found in any rock's new 
guitarists. Right now, note for 
note, Van Halen is probably 
the best rock guitarist on the 
scene. 
The group Van Halen con-
sists of Edward, his brother 
Alex on drums, David Lee 
Roth on vocals, and Michael 
Anthony on bass, and all 
receive compositional credits. 
The music on this album is in 
the same style as their first, 
hard rock that is churned out 
powerfully and with feeling, 
although structurally the tunes 
are simple. 
The album starts with 
"You're No Good", recorded 
by Carly Simon among others. 
The tune is done in thumping 
rock style with a violent guitar 
solo bv Van Halen. The song 
is O.K., but it doesn't have as 
much feelings as the Carly 
Simon version. 
"Dance the Night Away" is 
the "hit" tune of the album, 
and is one of the tam,;r tunes 
on the record. It seem5 to 
have been made for airplay, 
with top 40 background vocals 
and no solos by Van Halen. 
Dry, straight, rock. Ed Van 
Halen rips into "Somebody 
Get Mc a Doctor", a real 
thumper with good rowdy 
vocals by Roth and sinister 
chords giving the song some 
flair. "Bottoms Up" is 
another high energy tune, and 
it comfortably boogie~ its way 
through-, featuring some fast 
and ripping solos by Van 
Halen. and effective changes 
in dynamics. Check ,rnt the 
sound of Van Halen's guitar 
noise on the last note of the 
SOJlg. 
"Outta Love Again " is a 
short rocking tune, with Roth 
carrying the song with hi5 in-
censed vocals, as he accen-
tuated the many breaks in the 
song. 
"Light Up the Sky" kicks 
off side 2, and it'5 one of the 
better constructed songs on 
the alh11m. There are changes 
of meter, a quick, Beck-ish 
solo by Van HRlcn, an average 
drum solo by bromer Alex, 
and a tight, screaming ending. 
Van Halen charges into 
"D.0.A.", another high-
charged rocker that poinds 
from beginning to end. 
"Women in Love" follows, a 
rune that is tastefully reserved 
and rowdy in appropriate sec-
tions of the song, wirh 
background vocals resembling 
those used by Boston. Once 
again Van Halen adds a tasty 
guitar solo. 
*Kreskin At Clemens 
"Spanish Fly" is a short 
solo acoustic piece by Van 
Halen, who ta~tefujly uses 
harmonics, Oamenco guitar 
:echniques, and plays cleaner 
and faster than most rock 
guitarist dream about. 
The album ends with a bop-
PY tune called "Beautiful 
Girls". Roth shines on this 
song, as he phrases the lyrics 
in the same manner a5 "Walk 
this Way" by Acrosmith. 
Again Van Halen throw~ in a 
~hort but wild solo, ~aying 
more in a few bars then many 
guitarists do in an album. 
Van Halen is ba5ic hard 
rock, but they play it like they 
mean it, and Edward Van 
Halen's guitar playing could 
make the BeeGees enjoyable. 
continued from page 9 
highest paid lecturer-enter-
tainers in the United States. 
He is also an author of several 
boo_ks, and the inventor of 
the Milton Bradley game, 
·'Kre~kin's E.S.P." The only 
pcr~on who has appeared on 
the Mike Douglas show more 
often than Krc~kin is Mike 
Dougla~ himself! 
Although most people 
sec Kre~kin a~ a show business 
performer, he i~ very much 
rc~pccted and utilized by the 
scientific community a5 well. 
He has aided physicians, den-
tists, and even law enfor-
cement agencies, solving cases 
which hinge on unearthing 
forgotten details from the sub-
conscious. 
Born in Caldwell, New Jer-
sey in the mid 1930's, Kreskin 
had aspirations toward the 
world of magic a~ early a5 age 
5 when he tried to emulate the 
popular comic strip chara~ter, 
Mandrake the Magician. By 
the age of 8, Kreskin was able 
· * Notes From Ford 
bara tvlerjan and vocalist JuJe clus;vely from the 14-16th cen-
Olson. turies. Featured compo~ers in 
The final performance the program will include: 
scheduled this week in Ford Ludwig Senn, Henrich Isaac, 
Hall hmts the Ars Nova Con- Guillaine Macheut, Solage, 
sort at 8: I 5pm in the Orlando de Lasso and 
Mabenhauer Room. The con- Heinrich Schutz. 
sor, will perform music ex- All performances are free 
and open to the public. 
*Boycott Olympics 
continued.from page 3 manipulate us. The Olympic 
games have become too big 
and too artificial. Therefore 
the games need not go on. 
"games must go on." \Ve, as 
Americans can not siand by 
and allow the Russians to 
-
OLD G'OLD 
SILVER 
EYEGLASS 
COINS 
SILVERWARE 
OLD RINGS 
SILVER 
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,, 
Bernhard Goldman 
We believe that every ounce of scrap 
is worth its weight 1n gold! 
We usually pay more than anyone else because of 
our direct connections. 
Ralph E. Thorpe 
The State Street 
Bargain House 
516 W. State Street 273-9602 
to play "Huckle Buckle Bean-
stalk" simply by concentrating 
on the mental clues given by 
the. other players: he didn't 
have to be told out loud 
whether he was hot or cold 
when searching for the missing 
object. At age 9 he was per-
forming as a magician, and at 
11 he was probably the 
youngest practicing hypnotist 
in the world. 
Tickets to see the Amazing 
Krcskin are $7 .50, $6.50 and 
$5.50 and arc available at the 
Clemem Center Box Office, 
Clemens Center Parkway and 
Gray Streets, Open Monday-
Friday, 12 p.m.-6 p.m., 
Saturday, 10 a.m. 
After ~his 
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-Honesty: Not Always Best? 
h~ Ellen Berman 
Honcqy. God l cringe at the 
word. Someone once told me 
that honesty was the best 
policy. So I took their advice, 
ye~ ,1r all la~t ~cmestcr I ~aid to 
m~c,clf, "well okay if honesty 
is the bc~t policy and I want to 
be the bc~t than I better follow 
thc_ir policy." My conclusion 
wa~ soon to be destroyed. It 
happened in my public com-
munications clas~. I had to 
give a speech early that mor-
ning. I'd rehearsed it to the en-
tire floor that night. They ap-
plaudcd, saying it was a fine 
~peech and la~ted exactly 12 · 
minute~. I think it was about 
China or ~omething, I forget. 
Anyway tl1at night betore I 
went to sleep I set my alarm 
clock a, usual. Now, let me tell 
you my alarm clock is very 
complicated. First you have to 
turn the dial (it's a digital, 
what else) to the exact time 
you want to get up. However, 
this is not always such an easy 
task. If you set the alarm for 9 
pm then you're probably 
goin~ to miss your class and 
dinner for that matter. So I 
made sure to set the alarm for 
am, 9 am. Then I very 
carefully pushed the buttom 
down that were on top of the 
clock. Let me remind you 
again that this is no easy mat-
ter. The buttons tend to pop 
up somehow, whether that 
happens in my dreams I don't 
know. Also if you don't put 
the exact pressure on both of 
the buttons one button may go 
down while the other stays up. 
If your not careful enough to 
check the buttons then you 'II 
probably think that you push 
both the buttons down. But 
surprise, in the morning its 
10:30 and you look at the 
damn clock 5eeing one button 
up and one down. Shit, you 
mi~sed your class. Well I 
wasnt so stupid to set the 
alarm for pm instead of am 
and ·1 made sure that I pushed 
both of those buttons down. 
When I finally woke up at a 
mere 12:09 I looked at the 
clock, checked it out ... Well I 
forgot to turn the sound on. 
But I remembered my proverb 
Make Everyday a 
Big Film Free-for-AIU 
Our big free HBO preview event is over. But that's no reason you can't enjoy Home Box Office 
every day of the year! 
When yoo can see the uncut, uninterrupted "Saturday Night Fever" right in your own 
home, why go to a theatre? And that's just one of the great HBO features coming in the 
weeks aheadt "Foul Play:' "Oliver's Story:' and many more we can't mention now, will 
also be coming soon! 
HBO has movies for the entire family. Plus sports specie~ and very special Specials 
featuring the best comedy and musical nightclub acts of today. All of our entertainment is 
uncut and uninterrupted! And best of all, it's right in your own home! 
Don't miss out on the exciting world of HBO any longer! Call or fill out the coupon and 
save on your connection hookup. Then, stock up on popcorn, and sit back for the best 
entertainment value anvwhere-nqht in your home! 
for the semester, honesty, be 
honest. So I went over to my 
professor's office and told him 
my story. He said I'm sorry 
you're going to have to take an 
"F". No names please. 
Honesty? Hog Wash - Lie -
Lie through your teeth if you 
have to. Maybe if I would 
have, I wouldn't be sitting in 
this class again, and the 
women on my floor wouldn't 
have to listen to any more of 
my speeches. 
•••••••••••••••••• 
Save up to •2si•••• 
FREE HBO Installation • YES . I WANT HBO INSTALLED FREEi 
Ca 11 272-3456 
,.,.,. CERACCHE 
'71,!c~~-fsY~!~~ 
519 West State Street, Ithaca, New York 
• Name 
Please call me to schedule an Installation. 
Address 
Phone 
Best Time to Call 
Offer ends 2/8/80 - Good In cabled areas only • 
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Gannett 5th Floor 
by Paul Newman· center. and have enough room for 
Complete 
Upqn arrival at school this This past year though, the students to take notes. Also 
semester, IC students might college raised an additional located on the fifth floor are 
notice that the Gannett Center $300,000 · and was able to the music archives. They con-
now has five floors. In ac- complete the interior. This tain gift collections from 
tuality, the Center's fifth floor . new floor now houses a com- Gustave Heenschen, a 
has been physically completed. plete audio center supervised Metropolitan opera soprano, 
The original project, which by Eileen Dolan Heitlinger radio personality Donald 
moved the library to the and her assistant Judith An- Voorhees and uoara of 
second floor of Gannett and drew. Trustees member Roberta 
put classrooms on the first, The audio center will be Peters. In addition to the 
was done at a cost of ap- open to all members of the audio center and mmic ar-
proximately $2 million, a community who wish to listen · chives the fifth floor is home 
donation by Mrs. Gannett. to their favorite rock, jazz, to the Self-Instructional Lear-
However this amount was not pop or classical music, poetry, ning Lab of the Instrumental 
sufficient to complete the in- plays and any other subject Resources Center and a ~tudy 
terior of the fifth floor. Due to matter contained on cassettes, area. Also located on the fifth 
lack of funds it was utilized to albums or reel to reel. The floor is the complete 5et of 
the minimum. It has been used audio center contains ap- Twilight Zone~ left to IC by 
occasionally for office space proximately 35 carrels which Rod Serling. However these 
and.a small part of it was used are each equipped with their are not available at the present 
last year for a limited audio own turntable and receiver time due to copyright· laws. 
photo by Marc Finkelstein r-....o-....-.c~~~~~-O<W~i...a-c- ...... , 
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Ford Hall/Site of Beauty Pageant I w,, hdve rrad1t1on,JI, n rfl',"J"' I 
I u: v. c1rn1 culorful hc1c, ouncl,\ ', By Judy Green Playboy Magazine may 
have chosen several Cornell 
University women to appear 
in their Ivy League issue, but 
organizers of the Miss United 
States teenager pageant have 
picked Ithaca College to be the 
~ite of this year's beauty, poise 
and personality contest. 
Out of approximately 60 
contestants who will come to 
J.C. thi~ July, one will be 
cho~en to represent the state of 
New 'York in the National 
Finals of the Miss United 
States Teenager Pageant. 
Last year's contest was also 
held at I .C. and Dave Lord, 
'aircctor of business ·~ervices 
feel~ ·hat hosting these con-
tests works beneficially for the 
college. Lord says that the 
special events committee is 
always looking for ways to 
bring other educated people 
to the school. He feds that 
holding the pageant here 
brings added income to LC. 
along with bringing in 
prospective students. 
Patricia Winn, manager for . 
special events considers the 
beauty pageant to be similar to 
anv other conference that 
takes place at I.C. over the 
summer. According to Winn, 
the wllege is not a sponsor of 
the group and the pageant 
does pay for Ithaca College's 
services. 
Last year's contest was held 
in Ford Hall and the par-
ticipants were housed in the 
Towers. Among the judges 
of the contest were Dave Lord 
and Frank Hammer, president 
of Altman and Green's 
Jewelers downtown. 
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being considered as the I r-bJseof 
location for the final Miss I ~~~,~~~ i 
National Teenager Pageant. I Shalimar f 
According to Lord, about -1 I 
b Collogotown Commons Pyram~d i $100,000would have to e • , _____ , __ ,_,,__,_~,,....,. ___ ___, 
''Put on the line''f?r th~tu ___________________________________ _ 
event. Members of this are~ st We've just added another floral cooler... 1 
cha~ber of co~mcrce m-1 help us celebrate with these specials! 1 
eluding Ithaca, Fmger Lakesl ------------- : 
and Corning felt that thisf a 
would not be a profitable in-1 .Daffodils 2.99/10 .Gladiolas 2.50/6 I 
vestment. f .Mini Carnations 2.99/bunch : 
I .Dried Baby's Breath 99f reg. 1.75 I 
I .Boston Fern Basket (gorgeous!) 12.50 (reg. 25.00) I 
Carpooling Program I .Maideoltair Ferns 3.99 (reg. 6.00) I I .Living Stones 1. 99 (reg.2.50) I .Mini Cyclamens 2.99 (reg. 4.50) I . Tri Color Dracaenas 1. 99 (reg. 3.00) 
by Michael Weinstein 
Do you live off-campus, 
have a car, and want to save 
gas'! Even if you do not have a 
car, you do not have to be so 
·dependent on mass transit or 
hitchhiking. 
Jennifer Miller, a ·planned 
studies major, and developer 
of the Ithaca College paper 
recycling program has adopted 
Cornell's "share-a-ride" 
program for use on the l.C. 
campus. The program has 
been sponsored by Student 
Government. 
Any students interested qm 
fill out a card in the Campus 
Activities 'office in the Egbert 
Union, and drop the card in a 
box there. Inte.r~t is growing, 
and there arc presently 40-50 
*Unionization Problems Continu~ 
cc,.,tinuedfrompage I decisio_n for rehearing on the 
cards in the box. This car-I .Staghorn Ferns 2.99 (reg. 4.50) 
pooling program is also I .Zebra Plants 99~ (reg l.50~ 2.99 (reg)4.50) 
available to the faculty and 1 .Rubber Trees. D1ffenbach1as 15.00 (reg. 20.00) 
staff of Ithaca College,_ bla~q Good through Sunda F b 2- Quantiti r ·t d 
cards can be obtained m1 Y e · es 1m 1 e · 
Job Hall. I 
Many insurance companies I 
offer reduced rates if notified I 
COUPON, MUST BE PRESENTED! 
of a carpooling system in use. I THE 
Carpools are a great way to I PL • lllT'-' 7'I. '-'J0,1\1.T 
save money and gas. f .J::1.l. . .I......~ '.l ,i , 0 
I _I141thaca(ommons•2737~.11 ~ 
I bcr.ing.., llll lJ pm •Sunday 11 4 ,...,~~"0 
~----~------------------------------J 
to a more centralized grounds of eligibility. The:p-la!lllalllRl! .. aa1111111111111E1111111111111!!!1i .. _11111aa-11a11B111111a:111111_aa_11111111E1111111m1lllllllllml!111111111111111S1111m11mm• 
procedure. 
Schwartz also pointed out a 
third major area of contention 
in which faculty were asked to 
decide which areas of expertise 
should be tenurable. "This 
has not happened before," 
says Schwartz. He also stated 
that the request occured at the 
last minute of tenure review 
for three individuals. Schwar-
tz declined to mention who 
those individuals were. On the 
other hand, Borton contends 
that faculty have always been 
a primary part of the 
curriculum planning process. 
As mentioned, these policy 
issues pertain to the unfair 
labor practice charge. The 
hearings scheduled before the 
second circuit court (ten-
tatively Feb.4) focus on Ithaca 
College's appeal of the NLRB 
*Provost 
continued from page I 
question, a new Provost Sear-
ch Committee has been 
initiated", and says President 
administration maintains that 
the Yeshiva case changes con-
trolling laws on digibility, said 
Borton, therefore making the 
second unionization election 
"a whole new ballgame". The 
administration was told that in 
order to determine eligibility it 
would have to go to court. To 
do that an election would have 
to be conducted. Hence, ex-
plained Borton, when faculty 
asked the administration to 
provide a list of eligible voters 
the administration presented 
them with a blank piece of 
paper. 
Borton went on to say that 
the administration also con-
tends that four faculty mem-
bers did not receive ballots and 
that those four votes could 
have made a difference in th~ 
elections. 
Whalen, "We have every hope 
of finding a new Provost by 
July." 
I N T E R V I E ·: ·,i S 
The Department of the Navy \-Jill be conductinq intervie1-Js 
on campus the 5r11 ct: ~~illt~' i..{ for the positions 1 isted 
below. If you want irmiediate responsib~lity, an outstand-
ing benefit package, and a minimum star·:ing, pay of $12,900: 
sign up for ari interview today with your placement_offic~. 
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITI0NS, SEE LT KURT GJERCE 
* FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
* PILOT . 
* MANAGEMENT . 
* NUCLEAR PO~IER 
* MATH AND PHYSICS INSTRUCTORS 
* BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
* ENGINEERING 
* NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 
* MED STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS 
* PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
* FLIGHT OFFICER 
* UNDERWATER DEMOLITION 
* DIVING AND SALVAGE 
* WOMEN OFFICERS 
* LAt,J STUDENT 
* OCEANOGRAPHY 
*.ALLIED/HEALTH CARE & 
AD1·11 NI STRATI ON 
COR CALL COLLECT 3]5-423-5490) 
~N EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM~LOYER 
I 
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*Students Lose Out Most 
cn111111ued /i-0111 page 3 
put their pcr~onal fru,trat1ons 
ahead of their elected rcspon-
~ibilitics and to blame it on 
"the other guy." It is also in-
teresting to note that this is the 
same governance document 
that was in effect at the time of 
their election. 
Administrivia is reason 
number three and equally as 
disturbing to me. Any 
position of responsibility in 
any organization will deal with 
administrative matters. Such 
1~ the nature of running 
anvthing! Particularly when 
g1\
0
Cll control of 590,000, 35 
club, and organi1ations. a 
~tudcnt congrc~,. an office, 
and the ta,k of reprc,cnting 
the ,tudent body! To not ex-
pect a [!rcat deal of thi~ is, 
frankh· nai\'c. In addition, 
tlfr, ,{ctrnini,ttation had the 
*South 
l ,,1 1/ililll'I/ /U,111 /'U'.!.l' 5 
which could bring freedom 
from apartheid. 
Next to speak was Dr. 
Congress Umbata from Cor-
nell on Dec. 4th. Dr. Um-
bata ·s speech, entitled "The 
U.S. and South Africa: The 
Need for Divestment", ex-
plained some of the most 
significant of a myriad of laws 
added luxury of having several 
pa~t ~tudent government 
leaclet s around to tell them 
what to expect (whether their 
political ideologies arc similar 
or not is irrelevant). Once 
again, they made the con-
scious decision not to seek ex-
perience (not advice)! Also, 
last year for the first time, the 
Student Government has a 
part-time professional 
secretary whose job was 
twofold: I. to help all clubs 
and organizations with 
whatever they may need and 
2. to alleviate the burden of 
admini~trivia on the officers. 
As any club or organiLation 
leader (or student government 
officl.!r) will attest, thi5 was 
successful, very ,uccessful, 
and was urged to be retained 
for the future. This 
~uggestion, too, wa~ ignored! 
African 
obstructing c·orporations from 
lifting the oppressive con-
ditions of aparthdd. For 
example, the Bantu Citzenship 
Homelands Act of 1970 has 
denied the citzenship of black 
South Africans and forced 
them to govern themselves 
within specially reserved 
territory. The 1936 Native 
Lands Act was said to have 
The fin.-,! rea,on stated for 
resignation was an inability 
"to clo what I had set out to do 
by working through the 
position of president as it is 
presently defined." This 
would lead one to suspect that 
the position of president had a 
fairly constrictive definition. 
In reality, the definition of the 
position reads: "Shalt' 
represent and act as the 
spokesperson of the Student 
Body whenever such represen-
tation is needed. Shall be 
responsible for coordinating 
the roles of the Executive 
Board and the efforts of 
Student Government." In 
other words, it can do 
whatever the person want\ it 
to do. Presently, there is a 
great deal of discus,'ion about 
rcvi,ing the constitution, from 
whence this definition came, 
Speakers 
confined Africans to I 3 per-
cent of the country's least fer-
tile land. Dr. Umbata ended 
by addressing the question of 
whether or not U.S. invest-
ments help lead the black 
majority toward self-. 
determination. Dr. Umbata 
cited a ·1aw (the General Law 
Amendment Act 4 of 1974) 
which allows the South 
*Soap Opera Whiz Kid 
because of its gaping 
inadequacies in defining what 
needs to be defined. This 
definition, to me,lcavcs more 
room for individual initiative 
than it rightly should. Besides, 
it · really doesn't define 
anvthir..g!. 
The comment was also in-
cluded that another reason for 
this resignation was "to take 
on another role which will 
hopefully be more effective in 
the process of increasing 
student power." Right now, 
the students at Ithaca College 
can't use the power they 
already have. I think this en-
tire situation more than 
demonstrate,, an inability to 
effectively utilize the power we 
presently have (and I feel that 
we do have power), and to 
press onward for more, would 
only cause increased 
At 
African government to cen-
sure all corporate policy in-
formation before it can be sent 
overseas. Another act (the 
General Law Amendment Act 
of 1962) prohibits political 
change in South Africa Deten-
tion without trial is permitted, 
said Umbata, and the police 
can detain political suspects 
incommunicado for an in-
frustration in the future. Once 
again, I urge all students, and 
the student government in par-
ticular, to strengthen the 
potentially powerful role we 
have on campus. Let's not run 
away saying that everything is 
wrong, so let's change 
everything; RATHER--if 
things are wrong, change them 
for the better. 
While to many this letter 
may seem like an attack on a 
group of people--it is not! It is 
an attack on an action taken 
by those people that will 
severely hinder our student 
government, not just for thi., 
year but for years to come. To 
pa,5 the rc\ponsibility for thi~ 
action comrlctely onto the rest 
of the campus is ludicrous! 
Tom Grape 
definite period. Umbata said 
that 68 percent of South 
Africans live in destitute 
poverty [White South Africans 
enjoy one of the highest stan-
dards of living in the world], 
and that corporations are 
lawfully prohibited from im-
proving the conditions of the 
majority of blacks. 
TOWNTAXI 
272-2606 
OF 
ITHACA 
24 hour service with time calls 
( I 1////1///('t! /J {)J// j/(/f.!(' 8 
Liberace Keyboard Enter-
tainment ,carch and has the 
chance to go on to 
Philadelphia. The winners of 
that '1age gct5 to compete in 
La., \"egas for a ,izabl.e sum of 
mone~. "Let', j u,,t say the 
mom·~ get~ more ,izable ,1ith 
t:\'ery '>!Cfl you \1in,'' \ay, J.K. 
Ultimate!) the Vega, \1inner 
get, 10 pla) at the La, Vega\ 
Hilton \ll!h Liberace himself. 
2 pm. He's a big band en-
thusiast and likes people like 
Arty Shaw, Sammy Kay and 
the Doi:sey Band. J. K. has done 
the Nothing Special Show 
a few times and is still remem-
bered and loved for hi, role of 
Detective Throck Morton, Jr. 
elude wanting to write books 
about television shows. He is 
currently in the process of 
writing a soap opera which is 
as yet untitled. He'd like to be a program consultant on the t.•·
1111111
· _____________________ .. 
.\lea11\1hile, J.K. i, creating 
here 111 Ithaca. He ha,, a radio 
,he)\\ at ICB-FM called the 
itha..:a Band,1and on Wed. at 
Hi~ current favorite 
hangout, are Lickit, the Snack 
Bar and the music building. 
He's responsible for 
suggesting that Lickit stayed 
open in the daytime and it is, 
eYeryday from I: 30 to 4:30 
pm. 
.J.K.'s future aspirations in-
network level. J .K. plays 
cocktail piano and would like 
to continue doing so. As a 
music major here, he feels that 
he's improve 300 per cent since 
he came here, which he at-
tribute~ to his teacher, Phiroze 
Mehta. 
*Student Questions Funds 
cu111inuedfrom page 3 
rnese very same funds, our 
tuitions, being squandered on 
a facility to which we have no 
acces,? Our parents pay a 
,ubstantial amount of money 
to send u~ to this institution. 
They earn this money througr 
hard work, and it represents a 
part of their live,,. Although I 
reali1e the fund~ allocated to 
the ·1 O\\ er Club are not 5u f-
fice;1 t to ,olve all the academic 
dh of Ithaca College, ,urely it 
would be a ,tart. Like our 
gmcrnmcnt, our ,chool ha~, 
L'\'ery '.\'L'ar a 1.:ertam amount of 
,\\ ailahk mon1c,. a budget. It 
VALENTINE 
FLOWERS 
OOL,~ 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
V 
is the responsibility of our 
administrators to set specific 
priorities when deciding upon 
the use of these funds and to 
allocate them accordingly. 
What are their priorities? I 
know what mine are. 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
Thank-you 
Andrew Leven 
Note: Any facts appearing 
were taken right from the 
"Horse's mouth" and can be 
verified personally, if nee-
29.95 
49.95 
10.00 
50.00 
so.oo 
House of Shalimar 
the waterbed people 
Collegotown Commons 
273-7939 257-2222 
Pyramid 
Our Salad Bar is overflowing 
. with Shrimp, Shrimp, Shrimp ... 
TU 134.C~~, 
We 're famous for Prime Ribs, 
Steaks, Seafood, & Irish Coffee 
RESERVATIONS 272-6484 
Bomber's Streak En,ded Saturday 
by Robert Goldman 
Well, as the saying goes, all 
good things must come to an 
end. And for the Ithaca 
College Basketball Bombers 
their six game winning streak 
came to an end last Saturday at 
the hands of the RPI 
engineers, 61-56 up at Troy 
N.Y. RPI was in the midst of 
a streak of its own going into 
last Saturday's game, a five 
game losing streak. But, led 
by freshperson Brian Abt's 
game high 20 points the 
Engineers picked up their 5th 
win against IO losses and their 
2nd win in 6 games in the In-
Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
tercollegiate Athletic Con-
ference. The Bombers record 
now stands at 7-4 and 2-1 in 
the important ICAC race, led 
by undefeated St. Lawrence. 
In the·RPI game the Bom-
bers were paced by freshper-
son Tod Hart with· 19 points 
followed by Danny Harris 
with 14. Hart, also led the 
Bombers grabbing 13 reboun-
ds. In the past couple of 
games it ha5 been Hart's fine 
play that has kept IC winning 
up until Saturday. Although 
just a freshperson, the 6'-4" 
Woodbury Ct. native has, ac-
cording to coach Tom Baker 
showed, "quite a bit of 
maturity and leader5hip on the 
court." 
Veteran RPI coach of 26 
seasons Bill Kalbaugh, cited 
the Engineers' decisive height 
advantage as one of the keys 
to his teams triumph. RPI's 
frontcourt all stand over 
6'-5" and they are led by 
6-8 center Pat Roohan who 
-had 16 points and 12 reboun-
ds, and the 6' -5 Abt who had 
20 points. 
Joining Hart and Harris in 
double figures in the RPI 
game was George Piniella with 
10 points and 6 assists. Mike 
Quesnel added 8 points. Tom 
Ellis, in just his fourth game 
back this season was shut out 
of the scoring column. Ellis 
has been playing with a brace 
to protect a back injury he su f-
fered last year. Kurt Ather-
ton, a starting forward did not 
make the trip to RPI as he wa, 
out with the Ou, howe\·er he 
wa~ expected to return to the 
lineup for the Bombers' game 
Tuesday against ICAC rival 
Hobart, whom the Bombers 
defeated 65-61 earlier this 
season. 
This Friday and Saturday 
the Bombers will be on the 
road to take on ICAC foes 
Clarkson and St. Lawrence 
(SLU) respectively. Game 
time on Friday is 8 p.m. and 
Saturday's action is slated to 
start at 3 p.m. (both games on 
!CB-FM). SLU is 6-0 in 
league play and is led by 
'ICAC scorer George Hughes 
who is averaging over 23 poin-
ts per game. Hughes is ranked 
nationally in the top 10 scoring 
in Div. III and just recently 
went over the 2000 point mark 
in his career. 
Ithaca College Wrestlers Improve 
by Tom Buchbinder 
As the season progresses, 
the Ithaca College Wrestling 
Team is gaining valuable ex-
perience. Unfortunately one 
of those experiences is the loss 
of team members due to in-
juries. Broken ribs, mono, 
knee surgery and· a broken 
hand are among the ailments 
that the team is suffering. 
First year coach Ron King is 
having a hard time replacing 
the injured players but feels 
the team is improving 
nonetheless. With seven 
freshpersons starting, the 
inexperience has been a big 
factor in the team's 1-3 duel 
meet record. 
Last weekend, the Bomber~ 
went to the New York State 
Tournament. Among the 
competing teams were such 
Division I powers as Cornell, 
Army and Columbia. Brock-
port emerged the team victor 
with Cornell a close second. 
Ithaca came in 16th and 
produced some fine individual 
performances. 
Lone seni0r Ralph Salem 
captured fifth place in the 177 
lb. divi!:>ion. Fre5hper5on sen-
sation Greg Smioth did not 
place but gave the eventual 
champion a run for the 
money. After beating last 
year's fifth place finisher, 
sophomore Ron Schenk suf-
fered a cauliflower ear while 
he was still in the tournament. 
Basically, King needs people 
at the light weight classes but 
any ~upport is welcome in any 
form. It is clear that in the 
very near future J.C. will 
become an unstoppable force 
in wrestling. 
Swimmers Set Record 
by David Zulian 
RPI was swamped 69-42 last 
Saturday by the powerful 
Bomber swimming machine. 
Coach William H. Ware smiled 
confidently as he stated, "We 
swam real well." But in this 
case "real well" could be a 
slight understatement, con-
sidering two IC records were 
broken and five best-of-the-
years were swam. Out of l3 
events, Ithaca College showed 
its superiority by winning 
eight. Among these events 
were wins in: the 1000 meter 
free style,"50 meter freestyle, 
200 meter individual medley, 
200 meter butterfly, 100 meter 
freestyle, 200 meter 
backstroke, and an exhibition 
400 meter freestyle relay. , 
In the exhibition relay, IC 
won by an exciting one-tenth 
of a second. The diving event 
was forfeited to Ithaca College 
due to poor diving conditions. 
Congratulations are in order 
for James Bernhardt for his IC 
record breaking time of 22.41 
seconds in the 50 meter 
freestyle event and Robert 
McLaughlin for breaking the 
200 meter butterfly record 
with a 2:08.45. With the im-
provements of James Ber-
nhardt, William Bolton, 
Robert McLaughlin, Eddie 
Trinidad and Tom Vitaletti, 
the team is really coming on 
strong. Keep up the great 
work! Ware attributes these 
increases in speed to th<: 
team's vigorou~ pr act ice over 
winter break in Florida. 
Next meet i, ,cheduled thi, 
Saturday aga1mt the tough 
q_n team, away. 
-------------------
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B-Ball Stays Tough 
Hy Amy Doonan 
It wa~ a week of ups and 
downs for the Ithaca College's 
Women's' Basketball Team. It 
began on a downward slide on 
Wednesday Jan. 23, when 
junior co-captain Monica Ber-
tino was Jost for the season 
with a knee injury. 
Then on Friday night, the 
Bombers met up with defen-
ding state champion Hofstra, 
and were handed their second 
defeat of the season, 69-59. 
During the first half, it 
seemed as though the flying 
Dutchwomen couldn't miss, as 
they built up a 14 point half-
time lead. Hofstra shot a 
blistering 70 percent from the 
floor in the first half, but I.C. 
came back strong on defense 
in the second half to drop that 
mark below 50 percent for the 
game. 
Ithaca outscored Hofstra in 
the second half, but it wasn't team 68-42. · 
enough to make up the dif- Coach Natalie Smith com-
ferencc. Junior forward Faith mentcd, "We started out a lit-
Colte led the Ithacans once tic groggy, but had a good 
again with 23 points and 16 second half. I think we're 
rebounds. Freshperson guard back on our game again." 
Nancy Kleinsmith chipped in The cagers certainly did 
10 points to the losing effort. start out slowly, struggling to 
On Saturday, things got a 27-26 halftime advantage, 
back on the positive side for but they came out firing in the 
the Bombers, as they made a second half to put the game 
strong second half showing away. 
to ease by the Univ. of Buffalo For the first time this 
season, Colter did not lead 
Monday, the Bombers 
played host to Oneonta St., 
and came away with a 98-62 
victory. The Red Dragons, 
who took l.C. into overtime 
last year, proved to be no mat-
ch as Ithaca led from the start. 
Colter took over as high 
scorer once again, hitting for 
22 points, while Cheney added 
18. Frosh forward Debbie 
Hubbard tossed in 12 points, 
and Kleinsmith had 11 to 
round out the scoring. 
Bowlers Battle 
Ithaca in scoring. Instead, the 
honor went to junior co-
captain Kim Cheney, whose 
picture-perfect shot netted 22 
The Bombers, whose record 
now stands at 9-2, travel to 
Rochester and Canisius this 
week, and were hosts to Iona 
Tuesday at 6:00. 
by Da,·id Zulian 
There's a bright young team 
of bowlers to hit the alleys of 
third division bowling. The 
Ithaca College Women's 
Bm\·ling Team, which consists 
of two juniors, 11 sophomores 
and freshpersons, is off to a 
great start and should do ex-
tremely well ·battling a very 
tough schedule this season. 
Coach ~-1arsha Faulkner is 
··0nfidcnt of a good season 
and feels once these athletes 
gain consistency, it will be 
straight to the state~. The way 
Faulkner proposes to gain this 
consistency is through long 
and precise practices. 'The 
team practices from 3pm to 
4:30pm everyday with an 
avt:rage of 35 games per per-
son a week. Although the 
season has just begun, great 
advances have already been 
made in the team's average. In 
•just seven days the team has 
gone from an impressive 140 
average, to an outstanding 157 
average, with potential for an 
even greater increase. 
IC women's bowling is set 
up into two teams, A and B, 
with each section competing 
separately. Top bowlers in the 
Buffalo University In-
vitational meer last Saturday 
were: Ruth Azen, of team A, 
SiNGiNG TELEGRANSINc. 
Sit 1gin~ Telcgr<-Hns For ,-\ny·< )cc,1sion 
LOCdlCcl di Plum·s 
11:.2 '.\:orth ,-\urorn Street. 1thc1cc:1 
2J7-343(j 
C:i\Ll~ NO\\' F()R 
\' 1\LE.NTINE'S Di\ Y! 
JET $28900* BUS $19900* 
TOUR TOUR 
• Round Trip Jet (:light 
• Complimentary Meals and 
Beverages ,orved ln-tllght 
• Tronstons between Airport 
and Motel 
• Round Trip Motor COKh Tour 
to Daytona 
• On-Campu, D0parturo11 
• Scheduled Food and ROllt Stopa 
ALL TOURS INCLUDE: 
• Ocoanlronl Accommodllllona for Elghl Caya, Sevon Nlghla at the Ramada Inn/ 
Sliver Beach, Daya Inn and Inn On The Beach. All located dlroctly on the Strip. 
• Welcome & Farewell Perth11 wllh plenly of FREE BEER 
• Exclu1lve ID Card lor dl1coun11 al Shopa, Realauranla and Nlghtclubto, etc. 
• Sen,lcea of the Beachcomber Tour Stall 
• OPTIONAL· Walt Dlaney World Tour. Kllchenellea, Doop Soa 
Flahlng and morel 
·Price doe a not Include 1ddltlona110'1, tor tax, gralulllH •nd Mrvlco tor lho above. 
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE-Rl!:SERVATIONS REQUIRED 
CONTACT: ·· ',' ' 7':.. f ·",__ ' ' ' ' 1 
' ' 1... , • I , ' , , . \ I ·, .'., .. .J. 
I I 
Beachcomber iouno Unc. 
(716) 632-3723 
Agont tor W.N. r. Motor Une1 l~.c. llfC#J2024 
who bowled strike after strike 
with a top game of 232; she 
had an average of 177, Pat 
Noble, also in team A, with an 
impressive 176 average, and 
Sue Valo, of team B, who 
bowled an average of 165. 
Next match of the year is 
Saturday, Feb. 9 at home. The 
IC Invitational should be an 
exciting- and high-scoring 
tournament. See you there. 
points. Colter rounded out 
the attack with 18 points. 
Skaters Fight 
by Arlene Levie 
The women's Ice Hockey 
Team had a very busy schedule 
this past week. Thusrday they 
played the Shooting Stars and 
won in overtime 3-2. Goals 
were scored by Cheryl Scott 
and Paula Majeski. The tie 
breaker scored in overtime was 
scored by senior Donna 
Glaser. The women skaters 
took it on the chin when they 
traveled to St, Lawrence and 
Potsdam. They lost to Pot-
sdam 13-2 with Cheryl Scott s 
coring both goals. The skaters 
also got downed by St. 
Lawrence 9-5. Cheryl Scott 
scored 3 goals and Paula 
Majeski finished up the 
scoring with 2 goals. 
*Unionization Pro_blellls 
continuedfrom page 13 
In the midst of all these 
issues another faculty group 
has immerged. "Faculty 
United", explains Ryan, for-
med when senior faculty 
members called a meeting at 
which over 100 faculty mem-
bers attended. Three 
resolutions were formulated at 
that meeting, continued Ryan, 
and were submitted to the 
Board ·of Trustees signed by 
over 210 faculty. These 
resolutions called for 
I) an emergency meeting of 
the Board of Trustees with a 
selected faculty committee. 
2) a moratorium on tenure 
policy until a more full and 
clear policy could be 
established. 
3) a statement deploring the 
establishment of tenure 
quotas. 
The emergency meeting was 
denied, said Ryan, due to 
agenda problems and, he 
estimates, unionization related 
pressures. 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
$2 • 95 Specials 
Chiekrn und Bi!-l'Uit~ 
White .\teat Chicken arnl \' t·gP!ab\i•,.. 
in Frica~see Sauct' 
with Baking Powder Biscuib 
Frit•d Filet of J<'lounder 
Frt'nch Fried Potat0t's 
Cole Slaw. Tartan· Sau<·«· 
Roll and Butter 
Salad 
or 
Salad Bar 
addllwnal 
Cocktail Bar 
MOWARD JoJ,4nson·s . 
At a later meeting in Nov. a 
steering committee was elec-
ted; that committee being 
"Faculty United". The group 
became united, said Ryan, 
"because of concern over how 
decisions were being made and 
because of the quality of those 
decisions". Ryan stated that 
the decision making process is 
"vague", "difficult to 
discern", "lacking in faculty 
1 input" and "consequently 
making bad decisions". 
Ryan cited several issues 
concerning tenure and 
promotion, such as in-
stitutional need and ar-
bitrariness that have effected 
the tenures and promotions of 
Glenn Altshuler, John 
Laskowitz and Frank 
Musgrave, acording to Ryan. 
These issues are also subjects 
of contention for the ICF A. 
On a personal note, Ryan 
stated that "there have been 
significant and important con-
tributions here (at I.C.) that 
have demonstrated that he 
(President Whalen) is in-
capable of establishing sound 
relations with the faculty. As 
we enter into a period of 
probable collec!,ive bargaining 
and contractions,Ryan con-
tinued, "We need leadership 
-------------=--=--------- that is capable of generating 
TheLIVER~ 
TAVERN 
11,•st I>rink." Arn,cl1PrP 
(,n•at .'ilt:tJk." & .\,•afoot/ 
,.. 
.. 
JJ arm.f'riPndl_..,- A.tmosph1•n• 
"'iint,:-a-l,011tt f'ri,l,n·&.1•,:,,,,1r,foy 9:.'J(J 
2027. SLATER VlftE~Rl). r~!~~~at. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 5 - 1 
PHONE 539-7724 
1 harmonious relations bet\lleen 
! faculty and administration lest 
: we be constantly locked in 
· dispute and distrust and 
deadlocks which could be 
continued on page 18 
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Cheryl Scott scored- 5 goals 
last weekend for the Ithaca 
_ College's Women's Hockey Club. 
A freshperson from Burlington, 
Mass, Cheryl came .to Ithaca 
College because of the PhysicaJ 
Education Department. 
In her eighth year of hockey, 
Cheryl has developed a style to 
emulate. She scores most of her 
goals by picking the puck off in 
her defensive spot and offen-
sively bringing it up the ice 
L 
______ _..__ __ ____:_ ____ ~--- - . 
where she aggressively takes a 
shot. A defensive and offensiye 
standout, Cheryl plays the quar-
terback of the team. Coach 
Peter Rosal describes Cheryl as 
the best all around player, who 
as a hard worker, never lets 
anyone down. 
Due to her remarkable scoring 
ability the Ithacan is pleased to 
recognize Cheryl Scott 
Athlete of the Week. 
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Cost Of Silver Affects Students 
Jim Leech 
With the current world-wide 
rise in silver prices Ithaca 
College students involved with 
the Cinema and Photography 
department can expect an in-
crease in the cost of supplies. 
However, according to 'Skip' 
Landen, the chairperson of the 
department, due to advanced 
stock piling, "we think we 
have enough to get through 
this semester at the present 
prices." 
Silver is an essential clement 
in both photography film and 
paper. Due to a 450 percent 
increase in international silver 
trading levels from last year, 
Eastman Kodak of Rochester 
New York has announced 
price increases of 45 percent 
and 55 percent on a vast num-
ber of its supplies, effective 
Jan. 25, 1980. Eastman 
Kodak of Rochester is Ithaca 
College's main distributor of 
photography and cinema 
materials. 
"Eventually" says Landen, 
"students are simply going to 
end up paying a lot more." 
According to Ken DeGrat, 
director of operations for the 
Cinema and Photography 
department, an increase of 60-
70 percent can be anticipated 
in motion picture film. 
Specifically, one program 
that will beadverselyeffected is 
the Pendlctan Award. This is 
a competitive· grant of $2,000 
given to qualifying students to 
fabricate a film. Due to the 
increase in film prices, the 
grant will not be as effective. 
To combat the increase in 
prices, several measures are 
being contemplated. First, in 
regards to group projects says 
Landen, "we will probably 
pair up four students instead 
of three to help out their 
budgets." Secondly, Landen 
plans to look into the 
economic feasibility of pur-
-chasing silver recovery 
macnmes to help reduce the 
costs. A silver recovery 
machine extracts silver from 
the waste water used to 
develop film. 
* Executive Board Elections 
co111inuedfrom page 1 
Vaughan Danvers will be 
resigning as vice-president for 
bu ,incss and finance in order 
to. assume the position ol 
<.tudcnt body prc~ident.- Dan-
vers stated that she viewed the 
president as an organizer, " 
a person who brings it all 
together and maintains 
moti\'ation. I'm a good 
motivator," she went on to 
add "that's what student 
congress needs right now." In 
reference to Bud Yablonsky's 
reasons for resignation from 
the post last semester, Dan-
vers commented that " I have 
no problems dealing with litt-
le bureaucratic games, or with 
the administration. I know 
Dr. Corrcnti well and see no 
beadol1isan! 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS. HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOl:J. 
AIRYcenARY 
I 16 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
0 DRESSES 
0 DANSKIN 
0 BLOUSES 
LUREX SHIRT 
WITH METALLIC 
THfiEAD. M.' NY 
COLORS, 
Reg. $ 7 2- 7 [, 
SUPERA 95 
LOW ..,.. 
0 SKIRTS 
• JEWELRY 
• GIFTS 
problems working with him." that she will be working 
Danvers presented a long closely with the vice-president 
list of goals which she would for communications in 
like to accomplish while publicizing congress concerns, 
president. These include a perhaps through the use of a 
union of the two parents' newsletter. Danvers con-
weekends, the recruitment of eluded by saying, "We're 
pre-freshpeople into student gonna be a Jot more vocal 
government, a program of now. We want to let people 
forums and the promotion of , know that we're here for them 
student congress. She feels to use." 
With Danvcr's assumption 
of the presidential postion, 
there is now a vacancy for the 
vice-president for business and 
finance. Nominations for this 
position will be accepted until 
Friday, Feb. 8. Anyone in-
terested in this position should 
contact the student gover-
nment office. 
WICB's On the Line 
ICB-FM's program director 
Bill Rose will talk with Ithac 
phone callers this Sunda> 
(Feb. 3, 1980) at 5 pm on 
WICB-FM (92 stereo). 
WICB-FM News Director 
John Davidoff says "On the 
Line" allows the Ithaca com-
munity to speak directly with 
featured guests. Future guests 
to be "On the Linc" are area 
government officials and 
people involved in top news 
stories. 
This Sunday the station's 
program director Bill Rose will 
take questions and comments 
about WICB's programming. 
Rose will also discuss radio in 
general. 
"On the Linc" can be heard 
every Sunday from 5-6 pm on 
WICB-FM (92 stereo). News 
Director John Davidoff will be 
the featured host ~vith help 
from other staff members. 
In addition to "On the 
Line" !CB-FM will also air 
"Reoort to the People" at 6 
pm and "7th Day Report" at 
6:30 pm. 
"Report to the People" 
will be hosted by Karen John-
ston. The aim of the program 
is to get in touch with' the latest 
community events and leaders. 
''7th Day Report'' will be 
hosted by Dave Burbank and 
Elizabeth Guiliano. The show 
briefly summarizes the past 
week's top stories throughout 
the world. 
*Unionization Prohlellls 
continued from page 16 
damaging to the future of the 
institution." 
Addressing Faculty United's 
concern of leadership, Ryan 
announced that an evaluation 
of the administration will be 
conducted by use of ~ 
questionnaire to be distributed 
this week. It will compare job 
discriptions published in 1974 
issues of the Chronical of 
Higher Education to the suc-
cess ratings of certain ad-
ministrators in carrying out 
their expectations. 
The questionnaire will be 
distributed to all faculty. The 
results of the tests, said Ryan, 
will be made avail;i.ble to the 
1 community, the press and the 
Board of Trustees. 
*WhatS The Story Uncle Sam? 
co11ti1111c<lfru111 /Wl!e ./ 
ces may prove to be useless in 
this situation. They can't 
really do very much but kill 
and be killed. Oh, they can oc-
cupy a town. village, hill or 
A~jATlC 
G4ftDEN 
f RtSTAtrnANt1 
( · h i n f, t · - A n, c • r i rd 11 J o o d 
l 
bridge. But- what is the U.S. 
This all goes mder the 
assumption that the draft will 
soon be a reality. Many see the 
draft as the onlv way to ward 
continued on page 19 
*Unionization 
continued.from page 3 
grudge distills a poison in the 
wine. 
And if you sing though as 
angels, and love not the 
singing, you muffle mens ears 
to the.voices of the day and the la1m111111111----~----------------111. voices of the night.'' 
WE'RE WHEELING and DEALING 
ON ANY 
Used Car or Truck 
SEE US 
Before you sign on the dotted line 
CUTTING MOTO-RS INC. 
30 years serving the Ithaca area 
273-5080 
! 
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Announceinents 
The Director of the Career 
Planning Office will be 
nominating two outstanding 
Ithaca College students for 
this year's vacancy in the 
National Park Service. To be 
considered for this Federal 
Summer Intern Program 
students must have completed 
two years or sixty semester 
hours by June 1980. Un-
dergrads are required ·to be in 
the upper third of their class. 
Students must submit a 
resume, a brief statement of 
purpose of application, and 
two letters of recommen-
dations (one ,must be from a 
faculty member.) All materials 
must be submitted together in 
one envelope to Fran Wallace-
Schutzman, Director, Career 
Planning, 1st floor, Gannett 
Center, by Wednesday, Feb. 
13, 1980. 
The Educational Foundation 
of American Women in Radio 
and Television will presentjts 
seventh annual Careers in 
Communications Seminar in 
New York City. Located at the 
Biltmore, Madison Ave. at 
43rd St., the seminar is 
designed to expose students of 
communication to key media 
people, and provide practical 
advise on how to prepare for 
jobs. Registration information 
;c available at the Career 
i-1anning Office. 
Applications for the Environ-
mental Intern Program have 
arrived. See Sylvia Farrell-
Spence in the Career Planning 
Office. 
Co11gressperson Matthew F. 
McHugh is now a_i;cepting ap-
plications for the 1980 Sum-
mer Internship Program in his 
Washington office. Students 
who will have completed ~eir 
~econd year of r:ollege work are 
eligible for the internships, 
which will begin in mid-Juhe 
and continue until Aug. 22. 
Interested students should 
request application infor-
mation by writing to: 
Congressperson Matthew F. 
McHugh, 336 Cannon 
Building, U.S. House of 
Representatives, Washington, 
D.C., 20515, deadline for 
~ubmitting applications is 
April 25, 1980. "' 
There will be a special Career 
Decision Making For Minority 
Students held Friday, Feb. 8 at 
I Opm in the Career Planning 
Office. This workshop will 
provide students with a self 
diagnostic experience and 
ward from where you arc. A 
great way to get some solid 
direction! Sylvia Farrell-
Spence and Eileen Bauer-
Hagerbaumer will be co-
leading this workshop. 
Information concerning 
Graduate Assistantships for 
the Counselor Education 
Program at Ohio State 
University is posted in the 
Career Planning Office. 
Delta Mu Delta will have their 
picture taken for the Year-
book on · Wednesday, 
February 13th at 5pm in the 
Demott Room. All members 
should dress appropriately. 
Hope to see you there. 
There will be a meeting 
of the Ithaca College 
Women's Awareness Group 
on Monday, Feb.4 at 7pm 
in the Chapel. All are ·in-
vited. 
The School of Business is now 
accepting transfer applications 
for students wishing to enter 
the School in Summer or Fall 
of 1980. The deadline for 
completed applications is Feb. 
29, 1980. No applications will 
be considered after that date. 
Applications are available in 
the School of Business on the 
14th floor of the West Tower. 
· If you have questions, please 
call David K. Long, Assistant 
Dean, School of Business at 
274-3117. 
The B.usiness and Accounting 
Club will be holding a special 
meeting Tues. Feb. 5 at 7:30 
pm in Textor 102. Due to the 
many requests Dean Brown 
will be attending and he will b~ 
answering your questions. 
Please come and see the B&A 
The ITHAKORDS Barber-
shop Harmony Chorus. All 
interested men should attend 
the regular Tuesday night 
meeting at 8pm in the ELKS 
Club, 139 W. State. 
On Thursday, Jan. 31 at 8pm 
the Finger -Lakes Sierra Club 
will sponsor Dr. J. Jacobson 
of the Boise-Thompson In-
stitute. Dr. Jacobson will 
speak on the topic, "Acid 
Rain: Its Effects on 
Vegetation." Everyone is 
welcome. Rides are available 
from Willard Straight Hail 
and the Public Library at 7:30. 
Place - Lab of Ornithology, 
159 Sapsuc kerwoods Rd. 
W !CB-FM sponsors a new one 
hour Phone-In Talk Show -
Sports Talk every Sunday 
night at 8 pm. If you like spor-
ts and would like to put your 2 
cents in on sports activities 
and recent events in the spor-
ting world call in and talk 
about it. Sports Talk 274-
3217. 
All Ithacan writers should at-
tend a meeting at the Ithacan 
office on Tues. Feb. 5 at 7pm. 
Carey 'Hesse is having a 
gr~at deal of trouble finding a 
name for her new dog. She's a 
cross between a golden 
retriever and a black labrador. 
Anyone with suggestions 
should call Carey at 272-4842. 
There will be an 
organizational meeting for 
anyone (male or female) in-
terested in developing a 
workshop on Sexism. The 
meeting will be held in the 
Student Government office on 
the third floor of the Union at 
6:30 pm on Feb. 4. , 
The Cornell Outing 'Club is 
having an introductory 
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 5 at 
Stillwater Ithaca College\ 
literary magazine, is now ac-
cepting submissions for its 
second issue this year. Sub-
missions can be prose, poetry, 
black and white photographs 
and black and white graphic 
art. 
Contributions should be 
delivered to a box located in 
the Writing Lab, 126 Gannett 
Center by 5 pm Friday, Feb. 9. 
A self-addressed stamped en-
velope is necessary for return 
1S LA.VIS H 
H A B I T U E 
IE 
of suhmissiom. 
On Feb. 9 at 5 pm in the Job 
Room there will be a meeting 
for all those interc,!cd in 
aspects of the magazine other 
than writing. Anyone 1n-
tere~ted in the magazine is en-
couraged to attend the meeting 
or submit, said Steve Neqcr. 
managing editor of Stillwater. 
There are also two editors 
elected fer each issue. For the 
upcoming issue they are Liz 
Macklow1; and April Libman. 
7:30 pm in the Memorial S A N E S T 
Room, Willard Straight Hal!, , continued from page 18 
Cornell. Everyone is off the "threat" of Soviet- ex-
welcoriie. 
continued from page 3 
small as a part of what's hap-
pening, is more than a drop in 
the bucket to Cambodians. 
Our contribution, though an 
understatement of our wealth 
and their need, is important. 
The group for Women with 
Weight or Eating Problems 
will be meeting this term at the 
Health Center. Interested per-
sons may call for info from 
Mrs. W olga ext. 3178. 
The Upstarirs Gallery will 
feature the works of John 
Hartell, Jan. 23- Feb. 23. 
Hartell will, exhibit paintings, 
watercolors and line drawings. 
The Upstairs Gallery is 
located in the DeWitt Office 
Complex, 215N. Cayuga St. 
Hillel Planning Meeting every 
Tuesday, 5:00pm, Hillel. Of-
fice, Mulle~ Chapel All are 
welcome! 
pansionism. But what about 
the alternatives? Ground for-
going to do with a town, 
village, hill or bridge? It isn't 
our style. 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CWSEST UQUOR STORE 
TOLC. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"feururini: the Finest Selection of "i. Y .S. Wines" 
.. 
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Roornate wanted: 
I woman needed for 2 
bedroom apartment. Close to 
I.C and down town area. Pets 
welcome. $87 .50 including 
heat. Call- Melanie at 273-
7225 
You could never burden me. 
want to listen. If I can make 
you smile, that makes it all the 
more worthwhile. 
Love 
Andy in London, 
Remember the charismatic 
sweetheart who carried you 
away freshperson year? Have 
you heard he publically 
displayed that he too thought 
he was an asshole? 
What do you think about 
that? Time, what time? 
Healthy, happy and having a 
good time? 
Love, 
Sally 
Dave, 
Do you have any gold for 
sale? 
f-13 
P.N. 
which one this weekend?! 
. CHRIS: 
We'll find out if Tami does 
this weekend?! 
To the London Mustard Nut, 
Sorry things didn't work out 
this vacation. Have the time 
of your life. Miss you loads. 
Love, 
The Sweet & Low Addict 
Music 
THE ITHACAN 
Classifieds 
AF&GB 
Can't wait to party again! 
Love, 
RB & LB-London 
Dear "Around The", 
I miss you. How's G.B.? 
want to run my finger over 
your palm. Front or Back? 
Can't wait to light a candle! 
Tara 
Always and Forever 
Love "Hiyo" 
To a special friend. Happy 
belated birthday. 
Funky, 
To quote the words of Jim-
my Cliff '' You can get it if you 
really want." You did it! 
Congrats. You're cookin' 
now, 
Love ya, 
Jumpin' 
London Jane, 
You are one missed person. 
Hope semester no. 2 is just as 
fun! 
Cheers, 
11 Fernshaw Road 
Pete Wendy, 
Arny, Karen and Sue 
Thanks for taking 
good care of me. 
Keep up the fantastic work, 
I wouldn't want to be Co's 
such with anyone else! 
Farmers in "The City" 
Love, 
Binky 
Hello to all. Five more 
weeks and it's half time. 
Re.!llember if its physical, it's 
therapy right? 
Signed 
Dr. C. to be? 
O'neil, 
Love, 
Judy 
Have a nice TRIP, see you 
next FALL. Tell O'grady to 
watch his hands next time! 
See you under the table at the 
pines. 
Love, Judes 
Jim & Bob How was the 
Lisa, Laurie & Candy- ·blond??.!! . 
The party tonight should be You should not have cut your 
great. Do it up (and hope no hair Patty! 
crabs show!) To the 3 musketeers, Summer 
-Dave lives next week!! 
Chopped Liver-
So you think your Joe Stud 
now huh? Good luck! 
Semi-Whaler 
Ed. & Lay. Ed-
Zobostrand 16. 
-Film Crit 
Mike - Ellen's gonna Jove it!!, 
Andy so will yours. 
Smitty-
Here it is! Have a good 
semester even though you have 
a wierd roommate! 
Moose in London, E.S.P. 
Your room is doing just fine 
- you wouldn't even recognize 
it. Lee and Mary and George 
and Ed are quite hard to han-
dle, now I know why you-split! 
Party it up, 
Eva 
Happy Anniversary-
Ron &Alyson 
Mr. March 
Mare not Mary, O.K. Sue, 
Jackie, Lisa, Lori!!!! Oh & 
Mare. 
Ten-30 
Love, 
Paul 
Your one of the best friends 
I have ever had. 
11 :00 
To Nancy, Jill and Lynn in 
London 
This is just to tell you guys I 
haven't forgotten you. Hope 
you are having a great time. 
Write soon and I will too. ' 
Denise 
TOMR. BILL: 
See you on the front lines, 
Love, Sgt. Sluggo. 
, ooooooh Noooooo 
Dear Julie, 
A part of me will always be 
you, 
And a part of you will always 
beme 
That much is certain, 
No matter what else happens. 
Love, 
Me 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports 
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Di, 
If through all the madness 
we can stick together we're 
safe and sound. The world's 
just inside out and upside 
down ... 
xxoo 
Booshie,, 
I think I'm ready for a 
serious therapy session. Egg-
rolls should help immensely. 
I'll see you after I get my I.D. 
validated. 
Erbsie 
P.V.O., A wicked weekend or 
what!? 
OHO, 
I'm still sore, but ~definitely 
psyched for more physical ac-
tivity. This weekend will have 
to be on me. 
Oibs 
Bowl and the Hosers, 
get your ya yas out 
Friday at the first 
Annual Beach Party at 124 
Sears St. 
Talcott Dryer Throwers 
kick A. Now its a shell 
ofa dorm 
-management 
Thed-
Don't let it slip away . 
-Thexed 
Cowwoman-
I just don't know. 
Bad vibes all around. 
-Mugwoman 
To Whom it May Concern 
David Brown called me 
tonight says hello to all, and 
will visit Ithaca soon. 
The Layed Back Ed. 
Etcetera 
• 
February l February.!. February .!.. January _ll January l!, 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush 
Party, aTo, T9B 
Lounge 
(Fl 8:15, Sv~ohonic Band ~ Carnival Special 
( --· 
. ' 
Concert, Henry t:~ubert Double Feature, Kentucky 
ac,d S-:ever. Saxter, con Fried Movie & The Groove 
~i..:C~O!"S. ~ 7:QQ & 973a" ~
Tl02 - Admission Sl.00 
-=-e~~'..lJ.r: 2 
,;1;.t~ r ;,:ceker.d Ser.ii-
:c,r:-,a: ::ar.ce - 9:00 -
: : 0';, ':'~e D1.ntr.g 
··~1:, Fe~turing The 
·.:·1z~ ~::. ·cs. Adrt11.ssic:1 
February 3. 
Winter Carnival Soecial 
~ Feature, Kentuckv 
Fried Movie & The Groove 
Tube, 7:00 & 9:30p~ 
Tl02 - Admission Sl.00 
February 2_ 
1 , ::.:-., :::haca ~ Horsefeat.'lers, 6:00 o.m., Textor 102, Admission 
c:iarged 
. n; . • ,.._ :!"'.e 
· '...lb!ic u.nd 
: :.'P.C, 
-,~~.,r·..:.,:r-·· ~ 
------
• r.,,...1 ... <I:, ', .! -:.<-1?·, :-·..1su.r. 
-:· ,-, ;~. : • ~ . ':1:: !' 
------
Look !'or..Jard To 
Dames At Sea, the new 30s 
~al, ~r.sored by the 
~tudent Activities Board 
o:· :thaca College. 
S'-.ows February 7 - 10, 
g,1s p.n., crossroads, 
,",drussion Sl.50 
l: \ 1 1 : ,;-,., :·aculty 
l•P"!tt.ll. 1 ,eorrJetta 
''ti 11...--: 1,-:, :- 1 ute accornpar. 
·I',~ } ,.. !:_. robrecht, 
,·.; Covert 3n<l B. 
-- -- --- -
i'cch.1-:-10. 
----
~: 
1 ! · 1,1 c,m., t1pen Rehear 
·,.11 , The Lenox Quartet 
,·' 
',• 
. (•, 
Art Exhibit, ~ Visions Interfaith~ Study: 
Local ohotography teacher Book of Isaiah, Muller 
works. Handwerker Gallery Chapel, 1:00 p.m. 
Gannett Center 
February~ 
Student Government is 
sponsoring a lecture & 
discussion on u.s. 
Foreign Policy-; Interna-
tional Conflict in the 
3rdWorld and Deten~, 
6:00~,Union Dining 
Hall. 
Februarv 5 
Speaker, Sandra Ramos, 
battereu. women's~-
ter organizer, T-101, 
8:00 p.m., Open to the 
public and free. 
Safe Energy Alliance Meet-
ing, Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 7:30 p.m. 
February l 
. 
Beginning Hebrew Lessons, 
Hillel Office, Muller 
Chapel, 10:00 a.m. 
Sabbath Service, Muller 
Chapel, 5:00 p.m. 
February ~ 
Transcendental Meditation, 
Friends 303, 7:00 - 9:00 
February 2_ 
Protestant People'~ ~-
inq for Worship, Muller 
Chanel, 11:30 a.m. 
Front 
February l 
-'-'-'-"'-'-"~ - Tug of 
Front of 
~ Sale, Union 
Lobby, 12:00 noon 
Tasteful Tunes with 
Jon, Union Lobb~ 
Skatin Party - Cass Park, 12: 00 noon 
11:00 p.m., Leaving Union 
Parking Lot at 10 :45 I Special-~ Night, 
7:00 p.m. 
February ~ ~ Psi Kappa 
Winter Carnival - Broom-
7 
Rush Party, 9:00, 
all, 10:00 a.m., Soccer Terrace 2 
Field 
Bowlin - I.e. Invitationa 
12:00 a,m. (HJ 
February l 
Winter Carnival - T6boggan 
Race, 10:00 a.m., Ski Hill 
February.!_ 
An evening of comedy 
with~ Shepparc 
9:00 p.m., Crossrds. 
Februarz 3_ 
Pancake Eating Con-
Sen:i,pr Class Meeting, 7:00 Winter Carnival - Obsta- test, Un~:OOpm 
Garden Apt 26-1-7 cle Race, 2:00 p.m., 
Introduction to the I.e. 
London Center: followed 
by question and answer 
period, Friends 102, 7 pm 
Recruiters - Gannett 
~. ~ Planning 
.l:!E!:. Evening Fellowship, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 p.m. 
February _1 
Catholic Mass, Muller 
Chapel, 5-;os-
February .?.. 
Faculty Council Meetinq; 
2/1 - 9-5 pm,~ • .!!!£. Job Hall Board Room, 
7:30 p.m. 
Soccer Field 
February 2. 
Basketball - I.e. vs. Iona 
6:00 p.m. (H} (W) 
Swimmin, I.C. vs. Cornell 
7:00 p.m., (H} (W) 
February 2_ 
J.V. Basketball, I.e. 
Alfred, 6 :00 p .m. (HI 
vs. 
'2/5 - 9-5 pm, Firestone 
~ and Rubber Company Student Government Meeting Varsit Basketball, I.e. 
8:00 p.m., Union Dining vs. Alfred, 6:00 p.m. (H) 
2/5 - 9:30-4 pm,~ 
Officer 
Hall , 
™ Planning Meeting, 
2/6 - 10,00-3 pm, Marine 5:00 p.m., Muller C-napel 
care' O£f!i::er Selec~ 
2/6 
February .§_ 
Febrnary 2. 
Basketball, I.e. vs. Syra-
cuse, 7:00 p.m. (HI (W) 
Swimmin, I.e. vs. Syra-9-5 pm,~ 
Friends of ~ Meeting, cuse 
2/7 - 9-5 pm, Mor.re Chain 5:00 p.m., Muller Chapel February~ 
2/7 - 9-5 pm, K-Mart 
Varsity Basketball, I.e. 
vs. R.P.I,, 8:00 p.m. (Hl 
February ~ 
Delta~ Kappa, Tea 
:30 p.m. ~cc 2 
hi Mu Aloha Sinfon-
. a, "s;coriaspring 
maker, 9:00 n.m., 
-12-B Lounge· · 
Februarx_ 2. 
~ .!2_ E,esilon Rush 
Partt, 8:00 p.m:-:-
12A Terrace Lounge 
Delta Phi Zeta Rush 
Party, ToO:--T::Y-
Lounge 
hare-A-Ride and 
ave energy! Sign 
P in the Office 
f Campus Actiyities 
9-5 daily. 
Sponsored by 
Student Goverrunent 
